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Abstract

Global losses of biodiversity alter interactions amongst hosts and pathogens, and in turn,

a�ect disease dynamics. Uncovering the mechanisms underlying relationships between diversity

and disease risk is essential for predicting and managing emerging outbreaks. It is also critical to

assess how decisions that researchers make, such as how to measure disease risk, a�ect inference

in diversity-disease patterns. In my dissertation, I broadly sought to understand why diversity

(sometimes) limits disease risk by focusing on two pathosystems.

The �rst system I examined is a forest disease sudden oak death, caused by Phytophthora

ramorum, a generalist oomycete pathogen that has killed millions of tanoak and oak trees along

the coast of California and southwestern Oregon. Studying the biology of natural disease systems

is powerful for understanding linkages among community composition, host competence (i.e. the

ability to acquire infections and contribute to transmission), and various metrics of disease. In

chapter 1, I quanti�ed the sporulation potential of common plant species inhabiting the Big Sur re-

gion of coastal California. These lab-based competence assays indicated that bay laurel and tanoak

produced large quantities of sporangia; all remaining species produced much less. In chapter 2, I

studied natural forests infested by sudden oak death to empirically evaluate hypotheses underly-

ing previously observed negative diversity-disease relationships (i.e. `dilution e�ect'). In order to

understand how the whole host community might contribute to transmission risk, I leveraged data

from the sporulation assays and augmented it to plant community and disease �eld data from a

large forest monitoring plot network. I demonstrated that aggregating disease observations at the

community-level can lead to misinterpretations of dilution mechanisms, bias towards a negative

diversity-disease relationship, and through review of the dilution e�ect literature, I found that this

oversight is surprisingly common.

I also relied on a tractable model system consisting of crop seedlings and an agricultural fungal

pathogen, Rhizoctonia solani. In chapter 3, I planted and inoculated experimental mesocosms in a

greenhouse to test how variation in overall species densities and species loss order along a richness

gradient a�ects disease risk. Consistent with theoretical expectations, richness only limited disease

when species loss order negatively correlated with host competence and overall species density
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remained constant with richness. When species density positively correlated with richness or species

loss order was random, richness had either a positive or negligible association with disease.

Returning to my overarching question, I found that diversity is more likely to limit disease risk

under speci�c patterns of community assembly and when disease risk is measured as community

prevalence. These results present areas ripe for continued research, such as documenting how

communities naturally (dis)assemble. They also raise points for discussion, including whether

community prevalence�which captures overall disease burden rather than risk of acquiring disease�

should be considered under the dilution e�ect purview. This work adds to the rich and rapidly

progressing research focused on uncovering why biodiversity alters disease dynamics.
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Chapter 1. Sporulation potential of Phytophthora ramorum di�ers

among common California plant species in the Big Sur region

Lisa M. Rosenthal1,2, Sebastian N. Fajardo2, David M. Rizzo2

1 Graduate Group in Ecology, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA

2 Department of Plant Pathology, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA

Chapter 1 was accepted for publication in the journal Plant Disease and with permission, is repro-

duced here. Please see link to article: https://doi.org/10.1094/PDIS-03-20-0485-RE

Abstract

Sudden oak death (SOD), caused by the generalist pathogen Phytophthora ramorum, has pro-

foundly impacted California coastal ecosystems. SOD has largely been treated as a two-host system,

with Umbellularia californica as the most transmissive host, Notholithocarpus densi�orus less so,

and remaining species as epidemiologically unimportant. However, this understanding of trans-

mission potential primarily stems from observational �eld studies rather than direct measurements

on the diverse assemblage of plant species. Here, we formally quantify the sporulation potential

of common plant species inhabiting SOD-endemic ecosystems on the California coast in the Big

Sur region. This study allows us to better understand the pathogen's basic biology, trajectory

of SOD in a changing environment, and how the entire host community contributes to disease

risk. Leaves were inoculated in a controlled laboratory environment and assessed for production of

sporangia and chlamydospores, the infectious and resistant propagules, respectively. P. ramorum

was capable of infecting every species in our study and almost all species produced spores to some

extent. Sporangia production was greatest in N. densi�orus and U. californica and the di�erence

was insigni�cant. Even though other species produced much less, quantities were non-zero. Thus,

additional species may play a previously unrecognized role in local transmission. Chlamydospore

production was highest in Acer macrophyllum and Ceanothus oliganthus, raising questions about

the role they play in pathogen persistence. Lesion size did not consistently correlate with the pro-

duction of either sporangia or chlamydospores. Overall, we achieved an empirical foundation to

better understand how community composition a�ects transmission of P. ramorum.
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Introduction

Emergent diseases operate in dynamic and complex ecological communities of multiple inter-

acting hosts and pathogens (Johnson et al. 2015b). The vast majority of human, wildlife, and plant

diseases are caused by multi-host pathogens (Woolhouse 2001) and as a result, control strategies

often require detailed knowledge about many host-pathogen interactions. Gathering information

on host susceptibility and infectiousness (i.e., host competency) is important in order to inform

targeted strategies for management in new or changing environments.

Sudden oak death (SOD) is a prominent forest disease caused by the generalist invasive

oomycete pathogen Phytophthora ramorum, which has profoundly impacted California coastal

ecosystems since its initial observations in the mid-1990s (Garbelotto et al. 2003; Rizzo &

Garbelotto 2003). Symptoms can develop as lethal canker infections, primarily on tanoak

(Notholithocarpus densi�orus) and a subset of true oak species (Quercus spp.), and nonlethal

foliar and twig lesions (Rizzo et al. 2005). Field measurements among three dominant species

showed that bay laurel (Umbellularia californica) produced the greatest concentration of P.

ramorum inoculum in the form of infectious sporangia, tanoak produced signi�cantly fewer, and

no sporangia were recovered from coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) (Davidson et al. 2005, 2008).

Naturally infected redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) foliage was incubated in the laboratory and

found to occasionally produce sporangia, but the concentrations were not quanti�ed (Davidson et

al. 2008). Although tests for sporulation on additional California species have not been published,

�eld observations suggested other common plant species either contribute very little or not at all

to transmission (Meentemeyer et al. 2004; Grünwald et al. 2019). Thus, SOD has largely been

treated as a two-host system, with bay laurel being the most transmissive host, tanoak less so, and

all remaining species as noninfectious. This conventional knowledge has formed the foundation for

disease risk maps (Meentemeyer et al. 2008a), management plans (Cobb et al. 2013, 2017), and

many ecological studies (e.g. Cobb et al. 2010, 2012b; Dillon & Meentemeyer 2019).

The goal of this study is to formally quantify the inoculum-production potential of common

P. ramorum hosts from California coastal forests. While much has been learned about the disease

in the absence of such a comprehensive survey, we are motivated for several reasons. First, we

are �lling in the gaps of the pathogen's basic biology. Multiple studies have already assessed the
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competencies of host species outside of California due to the pathogen's potential to cause epidemics

in new locations (Linderman & Davis 2007; Hüberli et al. 2008; Tooley & Browning 2009; Jinek

et al. 2011; Ireland et al. 2012; Harris & Webber 2016), but the same has yet to be done for the

region most severely a�ected by the disease.

Quantifying sporulation potentials also allows us to understand more about the trajectory of

SOD in a changing environment. In addition to possible genetic changes in the pathogen, variation

in either host or climatic variables will in�uence its epidemiology. For example, increased fuel loads

created by SOD-induced mortality interact with wild�res to increase �re severity (Metz et al. 2011).

This leads to increased mortality of aboveground stems (Metz et al. 2013) and belowground genets

(Simler et al. 2018), but also increased opportunity for sexual regeneration for some species in a

forest dominated by asexually reproducing species (Simler-Williamson et al. 2019). The �re-disease

interaction presents an interesting opportunity for compositional shifts to take place in novel gaps.

Moreover, climate change is expected to shift the geographic ranges of host species, as well as alter

the distribution of landscapes with favorable growth conditions for the pathogen (Meentemeyer

et al. 2011). Overall, uncertainty in the future's forest composition and the distribution of the

pathogen provokes newfound reason to understand the sporulation potential of species beyond what

is conventionally understood.

Finally, this study will generate a more nuanced perspective of how the entire host community

may contribute to disease risk. Current epidemiological models have typically only considered bay

laurel and tanoak as transmissive hosts (Nde�o Mbah & Gilligan 2010; Cobb et al. 2012a). These

models are highly sensitive to minor increases in inoculum load (Cobb et al. 2012), implying that

undetected low-competency hosts may undermine optimal management strategies (Nde�o Mbah

& Gilligan 2010). The role of non-host species must also not be disregarded; after accounting for

the densities of bay laurel and tanoak, more diverse plant communities were associated with a

lower probability of SOD infection (Haas et al. 2011, 2015). The mechanisms driving a negative

relationship between diversity and disease risk are highly debated and speculated about (Johnson

et al. 2015a; Halsey 2019; Rohr et al. 2020), but one suggestion is that non-host species may lower

transmission by reducing encounter rates between infected and susceptible individuals (Keesing et

al. 2006). Data on sporulation potential can leverage nearly two decades of ecological data, making
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SOD an ideal model system to elucidate mechanisms driving the disease-diversity relationship

involving a forest pathogen.

This study assesses the sporulation potential of common plant species inhabiting SOD-endemic

ecosystems on the California coast. The intent of this study is to estimate the interspeci�c variation

in sporulation potential. In order to control for phenological di�erences that would manifest in a

state-wide survey (Dodd et al. 2008), we focused our sampling e�orts on the Big Sur region, where

we use a network of 280 long-term monitoring plots to identify the top 10 most common plant

species in both redwood and mixed evergreen forests (Metz et al. 2011, 2012). Leaf tissue from

each species was inoculated in a controlled laboratory environment and assessed for production

of its two spore types, sporangia and chlamydospores. Sporangia and their released zoospores

are the pathogen's infectious propagules and thick-walled chlamydospores might facilitate long-

term survival in the soil (Fichtner et al. 2007), but consensus on their epidemiological role is still

unclear. Speci�cally, we address the following questions: i) How do plant species vary in sporangia

and chlamydospore production? ii) Is lesion area positively correlated with spore production?

Materials and Methods

Field sampling

The forests in Big Sur broadly split into two types, one comprised of mixed evergreen species

and the other with a similar composition but dominated by redwood (Metz et al. 2012). The

three most common species in mixed evergreen forests are bay laurel, coast live oak, and tanoak; in

redwood forests they are redwood, tanoak, and bay laurel (Metz et al. 2012). We inoculated leaf

tissue from the top 10 most ubiquitous plant species in our plot network (measured as number of

plots in which each species occurs) for both forest types (Table 1.1). Plant samples were collected

in the Big Sur area from Landels-Big Creek Reserve (36.070�N, 121.599�W) and nearby private

property in May and early June 2019, the seasonal period with greatest sporulation (Davidson

et al. 2005, 2008). For each species, we collected healthy-looking, fully �ushed leaves from 32

individuals. They were rinsed with deionized water, placed in moist plastic bags inside of a cooler,

and refrigerated overnight. Inoculations were conducted the following day using P. ramorum isolate
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Table 1.1: Most common plant species from mixed evergreen and redwood forests. Rank values are
based o� of the number of plots each species is present in (in parentheses). *Since U. california
and N. densi�orus were used in the leaf disc and leaf dip assay, species codes for samples from the
detached leaf dip assay are UMCA-D and LIDE-D, respectively.

Species name Species

code*

Common

name

Mixed

evergreen

rank

Redwood

rank

Umbellularia california UMCA or
UMCA-D

Bay laurel 1 (116) 3 (68)

Quercus agrifolia QUAG Coast live oak 2 (101) 7 (12)
Notholithocarpus densi�orus LIDE or Tanoak 3 (83) 2 (86)

LIDE-D
Arbutus menziesii ARME Madrone 4 (73) 5 (18)

Quercus parvula QUPA Shreve's oak 5 (56) 4 (26)
Quercus chrysolepis QUCH Interior live

oak
6 (52) 14 (2)

Toxicodendron diversilobum TODI Poison oak 7 (35) 9 (8)
Heteromeles arbutifolia HEAR Toyon 8 (29) 12 (4)
Ceanothus oliganthus CEOL Ceanothus 9 (25) 8 (10)

Pinus ponderosa PIPO Ponderosa
pine

10 (16) NA (0)

Sequoia sempervirens SESE Redwood 21 (5) 1 (111)
Acer macrophyllum ACMA Bigleaf maple 13 (11) 6 (14)
Pseutotsuga menziesii PSME Douglas �r 18 (6) 10 (6)

PR979 (GenBank accession MN783356), which was originally isolated in 2012 from a bay laurel

tree located within the plot network.

Experimental design

Separate experiments were conducted for the broadleaf and conifer species in May and June,

respectively. We inoculated leaf discs cut with a cork borer (size 9, 1.25 cm diameter) from broadleaf

species (Widmer 2015), but since cutting discs from conifer needles is not possible, entire shoots

or needles were inoculated using a detached leaf dip method (Denman et al. 2005). For the

broadleaf species, 2 leaf discs from each of the 32 individuals were inoculated and quanti�ed for

either sporangia or chlamydospores. An additional 2 leaf discs cut from 10 or 32 individuals were

used as controls (32 controls were used for tanoak, oak species, and bay laurel; 10 controls were

used for all other species). Controls were inoculated with sterile water and spores were quanti�ed

to assess presence of naturally occurring Phytophthora species. In order to limit intra-individual
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variation, all leaf discs from an individual were cut from the same leaf when possible. For the conifer

species, 2 shoots or needle fascicles from 32 individuals were inoculated with either sporangia or

sterile water and the replicates were subsequently sampled for both sporangia and chlamydospore

counts.

While it is more di�cult to directly compare species responses from di�erent assays, we decided

to inoculate the majority of species using leaf discs because we were more able to limit sampling and

methodological error. The leaf disc assay allowed us to scale up replication, which was necessary to

detect statistically signi�cant di�erences among many species, and inoculum was more consistently

applied on the �at leaf discs. We attempted to compare results from the two inoculation methods

by also performing the leaf dip assays on 10 individuals of bay laurel and tanoak. Overall, leaves

from 317 and 106 individuals were used in the leaf disc and leaf dip assays, respectively.

Inoculations

To produce inoculum, the P. ramorum isolate was passaged through a rhododendron leaf to

ensure pathogenicity and grown on 20% unclari�ed V8 agar for 7 days at 20�C under natural light.

Cultures were �ooded with sterile water and incubated under the same conditions. After 48 h,

we scraped the colonies to dislodge the sporangia. Sporangia suspensions were rinsed with sterile

water and �ltered with 4-ply cheesecloth. The concentration was estimated with a hemocytometer

and adjusted to 4,000 sporangia/ml (Tooley & Browning 2009).

Following a modi�ed protocol from Widmer (2015), leaf discs were placed into quartered Petri

dishes and 15 �l of inoculum was pipetted onto the underside surface. In order to maintain high

relative humidity, the Petri dishes were closed with lids lined with sterilized Whatman No. 1 �lter

paper dampened with 150 �l of sterile water and placed inside of moist clear plastic containers.

The leaf discs were incubated under natural light at 20�C, and were removed after 5 days for

quanti�cation of sporangia, chlamydospores and lesion area. In order to estimate a minimum

baseline of sporangia originating from the inoculum source alone, we also incubated 8 drops of the

sporangia solution without a host.

Detached leaves were held at the petioles, submerged in inoculum to a depth of 4 cm for 30
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s, and placed inside a moisture chamber with the underside down (Denman et al. 2005). Each

chamber contained 6�12 leaves of the same treatment depending on available space. Leaves sat on

a sterilized metal mesh platform contained in clear plastic containers lined with moist paper towels.

The leaves were incubated under the same conditions as the leaf discs for 5 days. After 48 h, we

gently rinsed the control and treatment leaves with running distilled water to ensure that recovered

sporangia were produced post-inoculation, rather than from residual inoculum.

Assessments of lesion area and spore production

We estimated lesion area by photographing the underside of all of the leaf discs and measuring

the area of visible necrosis with the software program ImageJ (v10.2, National Institutes of Health,

USA). We counted sporangia by selecting half of the samples, adding 100 ul of water to each disc

and scraping with the �at side of a �ame-sterilized T-pin 20 times on the underside and 10 times

on the topside (modi�ed from Ireland et al. 2012). We pipetted the dislodged sporangia into 0.2

ml strip tubes, added 2.5 �l of lactophenol cotton blue (LPCB) solution, a killing agent and fungal

preservant, and stored at 4�C for up to 3 months. Estimating sporangia production involved adding

5 �l of well-mixed sporangia solution onto a slide, counting all of the sporangia under a compound

microscope, and repeating for a total of 3 times. The remaining half of the leaves were used for

chlamydospore quanti�cation. Since chlamydospores are typically embedded within the leaf tissue,

we counted them directly on the leaves. The leaf discs were placed into 2 ml tubes of 1 M potassium

hydroxide (KOH), which makes the leaf tissue transparent, and stored at room temperature for 2�4

weeks before counting under the compound microscope (Fichtner et al. 2007, 2009). For leaves with

large quantities of chlamydospores (i.e. >200 spores), we used the micrometer in the microscope

eyepiece reticle as a transect to sample a smaller proportion.

In order to process the leaves from the leaf dip assay in a similar manner, from the inoculated

regions we randomly removed 6 needles from redwood and Douglas �r (Pseudotsuga menziesii)

shoots, 2 out of 3 needles from ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and cut 2 leaf discs with the cork

borer from bay laurel and tanoak. Photos were taken for assessments of lesion area. As described

above, we added 100 �l of water to half of these samples, scraped the leaves, and collected the

sporangia solution. Similarly, we added the other half of the samples to 2 ml tubes �lled with KOH
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for chlamydospore counting.

Viability of the pathogen

In order to test the viability of the pathogen and detect any latent infections, for each species-

treatment group, we attempted to reisolate viable P. ramorum sporangia and mycelia from up

to two replicates of symptomatic and asymptomatic leaves (delineated by presence or absence of

visible lesions). Several species in the control group had no samples with lesions; conversely, many

inoculated species exclusively had samples with lesions. To test sporangia viability, we dropped 10

�l of sporangia suspension onto oomycete-selective medium PARP (pimaricin-ampicillin-rifampicin-

pentachloronitrobenzene agar, Je�ers & Martin 1986) before adding LPCB. Using these same sam-

ples, we tested viability of mycelia by plating leaf tissue that was surface sterilized for 30 s in 10%

bleach and rinsed in sterile water. We considered samples with recovered cultures to be successfully

infected by a viable isolate. Plates were incubated at 20�C in the dark and monitored for mycelial

growth for the following 3 to 4 days.

Data analysis

To analyze how the production of sporangia di�ered among species, we used separate Bayesian

generalized linear mixed models for the leaf disc and leaf dip assays. We assumed a Poisson

likelihood with a log link function and included species identity as a �xed e�ect predictor, individual

ID as a varying intercept since we subsampled from each individual 3 times for a more accurate

estimate, and an o�set variable (log-leaf area) to account for di�erences in leaf area in the leaf dip

assay. Although the o�set had no e�ect on the data coming from the leaf disc assay since the discs

were equally sized, it allowed us to easily standardize the counts to spores per 1 cm2.

The chlamydospore counts were overdispersed and, for several species, zero-in�ated. Thus, for

both of the assays, a series of regular and zero-in�ated Poisson and negative binomial models were

compared using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO) (Vehtari et al. 2017) and di�erences were

assessed with expected log pointwise predictive density (ELPD) (Vehtari et al. 2017). For the leaf

disc assay, the best performing model was the zero-in�ated negative binomial model with species
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as a predictor, an o�set term (log-area sampled) to correct for di�erent sampling intensities, and

species predicting the zero-in�ation probability (�ELPD = -39.3, SE = 7.3). The leaf dip assay

model had the same structure, except the zero-in�ation probability was predicted by a single

intercept (�ELPD = -2.7, SE = 1.8).

For each of the above models, pairwise contrasts between species intercepts were performed

on the models' posterior values. We report mean spore counts by back-transforming the posterior

values of the species intercepts, which are in the units of sampled spores per cm2 per �l. We

standardized sporangia counts to total sporangia per cm2 by multiplying the values by 102.5 �l,

the volume of liquid added to the sample. The chlamydospore values did not need additional

transformations.

To examine if spore production was associated with lesion area, regressions were run for the

two spore types, but data from both assays were included together. For the sporangia regression,

predictors included lesion area with slopes and intercepts varying by species, a dummy variable for

assay, and individual ID as a varying intercept. The best performing chlamydospore model was a

zero-in�ated negative binomial model (�ELPD = -19.9, SE = 7.9). Predictors included lesion area

with slopes and intercepts varying by species, a dummy variable for assay, an o�set term (log-area

sampled), and species predicting the probability of zero-in�ation.

All models were performed using brms (Bürkner 2017), a package designed to �t Bayesian

multilevel models with the programming language Stan (Stan Development Team 2019) and was

analyzed in the R environment (R Core Team 2019). We used weakly informative priors, 4 chains

with 4,000 samples per chain (including 2,000 warmup samples), and chain convergence was assessed

for each estimated parameter by ensuring Rhat values were less than or equal to 1.01 (Bürkner

2017). Species with spore count values of exclusively 0 were omitted from the analyses since they

created convergence issues. Model �ts were visually assessed by graphically comparing observed

values against posterior predictive draws. Parameters were considered signi�cant when the 90%

highest posterior density interval (HPDI) did not cross zero.
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Table 1.2: Results of the viability tests for the treatment group only (no viable cultures were recov-
ered from the control group). Species are split by lesion presence (symptomatic and asymptomatic)
and viability tests (mycelia and sporangia). Viable mycelia (indicative of infection) and sporangia
are denoted by the following symbols: + = presence, - = absence, NA = no sample.

Symptomatic Asymptomatic

Species Mycelia Sporangia Mycelia Sporangia

ACMA + + NA NA
ARME + + NA NA
CEOL + - + -
HEAR - - - -
LIDE + + - +

LIDE-D + + - -
PIPO - - + -
PSME + - + -
QUAG + + NA NA
QUCH + + + +

QUPA + + NA NA
SESE + - + -
TODI + + + +
UMCA + + + +
UMCA-D + + NA NA

Results

Viability tests

We detected no viable P. ramorum mycelia or sporangia in the controls. Most controls had no

symptomatic samples, but those that did had lesions caused by non-oomycetes. In contrast, we

reisolated viable P. ramorum mycelia from all species except for toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia)

(Table 1.2). Toyon was found to produce sporangia when inoculated, so it is possible that reisolation

methods were not optimized for this species, as was the case for highly infectious larch species in the

United Kingdom (Harris & Webber 2016). Most symptomatic samples had both viable mycelia and

sporangia, and when there were asymptomatic samples available, many still had viable sporangia.

This con�rms that P. ramorum is capable of producing latent, transmissible infections.
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Control samples

Out of 424 control samples in the leaf disc and dip assays, no chlamydospores were found and

only low quantities of sporangia were recovered in 2 samples. For these samples, we examined

additional subsamples for a total of 9 5-�l counts, and we detected 1 sporangium twice in a bay

laurel individual, and 1 sporangium once in a redwood individual. We therefore consider the

background levels of P. ramorum on our collected leaves to be negligible and all following analyses

were performed on the treatment replicates only.

Sporangia and chlamydospore production

Sporangia production di�ered among host plant species in the leaf disc assay. Some of the

variation is attributed to random sampling error since we subsampled from the solutions 3 times,

but after accounting for this within-individual variation, we detected strong di�erences among

species (Table A.1, A.2). Bay laurel produced the greatest amount with a median � 1 SD of

780� 175 sporangia/cm2, closely followed by tanoak with 526� 114: The di�erence between these

two species was not signi�cant. The remaining 8 broadleaf plant species produced signi�cantly fewer

sporangia (Figure 1.1). All of these values except for that from madrone (Arbutus menziesii) were

signi�cantly higher than the estimated number of sporangia contained in the inoculum, indicating

that almost all of these species were able to produce non-zero quantities of sporangia.

In the detached leaf assay, bay laurel and tanoak again produced signi�cantly more sporangia

than the other species, but they did not signi�cantly di�er between each other. On average, tanoak

produced more than bay laurel with 264 � 142 and 164 � 114 sporangia/cm2, respectively. These

values are about 2 to 4 times lower than those from the leaf disc assay, suggesting that results

from the detached leaf assay are relatively lower due to the methodology. Douglas �r and redwood

produced similar quantities of sporangia, 70.7 � 23.9 and 61.2 � 18.6, respectively. Out of the 96

subsamples from 32 individuals, we detected 1 sporangium from ponderosa pine, which conceivably

could have been from residual inoculum that was not washed o� after 48 hours. Consequently, we

consider the inoculum produced by ponderosa pine to be inconsequential.

Chlamydospore production also varied among plant species (Table A.1), but we were only able
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Figure 1.1: Distributions (grey) depict the predicted mean sporangia per cm2 produced on di�erent
plant species. Lines (black) represent the 90th HDPI and point estimate marks the median. The
two panels are seperated by assays. A. menziesii (ARME) and the inoculum only control were not
signi�cantly di�erent, and neither were N. densi�orus (LIDE) and U. californica (UMCA) in either
assay. Additionally, P. ponderosa (PIPO) was not signi�cantly di�erent from zero.
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to con�dently count spores from 6 broadleaf and 2 conifer species (Figure 1.2). The leaf tissue of

the true oak species, bay laurel, and redwood was too sclerotic for the KOH to adequately dissolve,

making it di�cult to visualize and identify the spores. For those that we could quantify, after

accounting for the zero-in�ation, the median � 1 SD quantity of chlamydospores produced per

cm2 were the following: bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum, 1510 � 330); ceanothus (Ceanothus

oliganthus, 1290 � 287); madrone (51.4 � 12.5); poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum, 98.7 �

40.4); tanoak (4.20 � 3.00); and toyon with 0 (not included in model). Pairwise di�erences between

these six species were all signi�cant except for between bigleaf maple and ceanothus. In the leaf dip

assay, Douglas �r produced 31.0 � 13.1, tanoak 1.07 � 1.49, and ponderosa pine 0 (not included

in model).

Figure 1.2: Distributions (grey) depict the predicted mean chlamydospores per cm2 produced
on di�erent plant species. Lines (black) represent the 90th HDPI and point estimate marks the
median. The two di�erent panels are separated by assays. Pairwise di�erences between all species
were signi�cant except for between A. macrophyllum (ACMA) and C. oliganthus (CEOL).

Spores and lesion size

Except for ceanothus, madrone, and bigleaf maple, mean necrosis encompassed less than 50% of

the exposed leaf tissue. The oaks in particular produced the lowest lesion coverages, with a median

� 1 SD of 7.42 � 4.48, 18.5 � 14.9, 21.8 � 20.0, and 6.82 � 9.20 for tanoak, coast live oak, Shreve

oak (Q. parvula), and interior live oak (Q. chrysolepis), respectively. Grouped across all species we

detected a signi�cantly positive relationship between sporangia production and lesion area (Table

A.3). However, when we examined species-speci�c relationships, slopes were signi�cantly positive
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only for bigleaf maple, interior live oak, poison oak, tanoak (from leaf dip assay) and bay laurel

(from leaf dip assay) (Figure 1.3). These �ndings indicate that for most species, lesion size does

not predict sporangia quantity. Likewise, there was a positive relationship between chlamydospores

and lesion area across all species (Table A.3), but the species-speci�c slopes were only signi�cantly

positive for bigleaf maple, ceanothus, and poison oak.

Figure 1.3: The relationship between lesion area (cm2) and number of sporangia produced across
species. Points are mean values grouped by individual and the grey shaded region represents the
posterior predictions of the model. **denotes a signi�cant relationship between lesion area and
sporangia for that species (90th HDPI of slope coe�cient does not cross zero).

Discussion

We found that all host species included in the study support P. ramorum infections when

challenged, but sporulation potential varies signi�cantly across species. Bay laurel and tanoak

were proli�c sporangia producers, while the majority of species produced relatively lower amounts

of sporangia. Large quantities of chlamydospores were also found in some species. Since our

collections were exclusively from the Big Sur region, and natural variability in susceptibility to
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P. ramorum has been documented for bay laurel, tanoak, and coast live oak (Dodd et al. 2005;

Hayden et al. 2011; Hüberli et al. 2012), it is possible that sporulation values and relative ranks

among species may di�er should the study be expanded to more populations. In general, our

results align closely, but not perfectly, with previous understanding of SOD-infested California

coastal ecosystems.

Results from our study suggest the sporulation potential of tanoak and bay laurel are equivalent,

but most studies across California regard bay laurel as the primary driver of SOD epidemics (e.g.

Cobb et al. 2010; Garbelotto et al. 2017; Dillon & Meentemeyer 2019). Field measurements

indicated bay laurel was capable of producing orders of magnitude more sporangia than tanoak

(Davidson et al. 2008), and early observational studies also found presence of bay laurel, but not

tanoak, was the only signi�cant host predictor in SOD infestations (Swiecki & Bernhardt 2002;

Meentemeyer et al. 2008b). However, the disease had not yet progressed to the northern parts of

California, where tanoak is most abundant. The negative correlation between disease and tanoak

distribution may have led to the insigni�cance of tanoak (Meentemeyer et al. 2008b). Meanwhile,

subsequent models from �eld collected data in the Big Sur area and more northern coastal regions

suggested that the two species both contribute signi�cantly to the likelihood of SOD infections

(Haas et al. 2011; Cobb et al. 2012a).

We also detected sporangia production in species implicated as epidemiologically unimportant.

Generally, true oak species are considered dead-end hosts that are incapable of producing sporan-

gia (Davidson et al. 2005), while all other species are considered low-competency hosts at most

(Meentemeyer et al. 2004). Aside from ponderosa pine and madrone, our study showed that all

of the other tested species, including true oak species, were able to produce non-zero quantities of

sporangia. Moreover, several hosts abundantly produced chlamydospores, which may or may not

be important for pathogen survival. These spores are known to survive at high rates in the soil for

the duration of California's dry summer months (Fichtner et al. 2007) and although germination

rates are low (Tooley et al. 2008), large numbers ensure the presence of viable inoculum in the

soil and litter. Speci�cally, bigleaf maple and ceanothus produced quantities of chlamydospores

that rival the maximum known concentrations on highly susceptible species, rhododendron and

bay laurel (Fichtner et al. 2007, 2009).
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While we believe species di�erences within the leaf disc and leaf dip assays may be compared,

we caution against direct contrasts between assays. Cutting leaf discs involves additional wounding

around the leaf edges, which might contribute to di�erences in sporulation potential by inducing or

suppressing defenses against pathogens. However, we are unaware of studies that have examined

how wounding a�ects local defenses on sporulation; it remains an open area of study. We estimate

that species in the leaf dip assay sporulated 2 to 4 times less than species in the leaf disc assay.

As a result, the sporulation potentials and lesion areas of Douglas �r and redwood may have been

underestimated relative to the broadleaf species and direct comparisons with broadleaved species

besides tanoak and bay laurel remain imprecise.

Given that laboratory inoculations are not perfect representations of in situ infections, we

o�er explanations to account for discrepancies between our �ndings and �eld-based studies. First,

our inoculum concentration, 4000 sporangia/ml, corresponds to the seasonal peak of sporangia

production from bay laurel leaves during a wet year (Davidson et al. 2008), conditions that exceed

average. Increased inoculum loads could lead to arti�cially higher rates of necrosis, infection, and

sporulation (Tooley et al. 2004, 2013; Hansen et al. 2005), including for species that typically do

not show foliar symptoms in nature (Vettraino et al. 2008). Furthermore, the inoculated detached

leaves and cut leaf discs were without whole plant systemic defenses. While lowered defenses could

elevate susceptibility (Orªowska et al. 2012) and potentially sporulation, direct comparisons from

both leaf discs (Cohen 1993; Brown et al. 1999; Kortekamp 2006) and detached leaves (Harrison &

Lowe 1989; Brown et al. 1999) have shown sporulation and susceptibility rates to strongly correlate

with those from intact plants.

It is also conceivable that our sporangia production estimates are not re�ective of realized

plant-plant transmission due to components of host physiology and phenology. For example, since

overstory trees are suspected to have a greater in�uence on P. ramorum establishment and trans-

mission (Metz et al. 2012; Peterson et al. 2014; Simler-Williamson et al. 2021), species in the

understory may comparatively transmit the pathogen much less regardless of their sporulation po-

tential. Additionally, deciduous species have a narrower transmission window because their leaves

�ush out nearly 4�5 months after evergreen species begin producing spores (Davidson et al. 2008).

Finally, biases inherent in observational plot studies should not be overlooked. Symptoms are most
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obvious on common, susceptible, large trees, and for this reason �eld protocols often rely on bay

laurel and tanoak as indicator species to represent the community's infection and mortality rates.

Even if all hosts are equally examined for symptoms, our results and others' indicate that detection

can be low since P. ramorum can cause latent or small lesions (Denman et al. 2009; Harris &

Webber 2016).

These caveats evoke the need to assess the ecological relevance of our sporulation results by

corroborating them with �eld-collected data. One simple �rst step would be to update risk maps

that rely on sporulation potentials primarily grounded in expert opinion (Meentemeyer et al. 2004,

2011; Cunni�e et al. 2016) with our empirically-derived sporangia values and assess if model perfor-

mance improves. Another approach is to explore the explanatory power of community competency

(Johnson et al. 2013, 2015a), the cumulative product of each tree species' density and measured

sporulation potential, for predicting infection risk in a stand. Johnson et al. (2013) found com-

munity competency and its associated interactions among amphibian hosts explained 89% of the

variance in total load of a trematode parasite. Many years of research focus has amassed several

rich SOD datasets complete with community and disease data, allowing a similar analysis to be

completed in the near future.

Until our results are validated and calibrated with �eld data, we cautiously speculate on the

consequences they might have on our understanding and management of SOD. We reiterate existing

calls to thin both bay laurels and tanoaks in stands that are at-risk or recently infested (Valachovic

et al. 2008; Cobb et al. 2013), since they both appear to be signi�cant drivers of pathogen spread.

Regarding the implications of low-competency hosts, we hypothesize they play a role in transmission

at the local, but not landscape scale. Perhaps the strong performance of the California state-wide

risk model from Meentemeyer et al. (2008a), which incorporates presence of bay laurel as the only

host predictor, speaks to the notion that limited knowledge of one of the key hosts is su�cient to

garner a coarse outlook on disease risk. We still suspect pathogen spread involving more minor hosts

is occurring, albeit sometimes at low intensities, given that most species produce inoculum either

in the form of sporangia or chlamydospores. They may act as reservoirs, facilitating transmission

to nearby high-competency hosts, which can lead to more secondary transmission and mortality at

the broader scale.
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Overall, this study is largely con�rmatory, echoing much of what has been suspected regarding

host competency, but never formally and exhaustively tested. The greatest value of this study lies

in what is now possible. By generating an empirical foundation for host competency, we can better

explore how the composition of newly invaded or disturbance-altered communities may interact

with the epidemiology of P. ramorum. Additionally, we now have an exciting opportunity to test

the importance of host community composition on local transmission in an invasive forest pathogen

system. This study augments decades of ecological monitoring, positioning sudden oak death as an

even more valuable system to explore the community's role in disease dynamics.
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Abstract

Understanding why diversity sometimes limits disease is essential for managing outbreaks; how-

ever, mechanisms underlying this `dilution e�ect' remain poorly understood. Negative diversity-

disease relationships have previously been detected in plant communities impacted by an emerging

forest disease, sudden oak death. We used this focal system to empirically evaluate whether these

relationships were driven by dilution mechanisms that reduce transmission risk for individuals or

from the fact that disease was averaged across the host community. We integrated laboratory com-

petence measurements with plant community and symptom data from a large forest monitoring

network. Richness increased disease risk for bay laurel trees, dismissing possible dilution mech-

anisms. Nonetheless, richness was negatively associated with community-level disease prevalence

because disease was aggregated among hosts that vary in disease susceptibility. Aggregating obser-

vations (which is surprisingly common in other dilution e�ect studies) can lead to misinterpretations

of dilution mechanisms and bias towards a negative diversity-disease relationship.

Introduction

Human-caused biodiversity loss (Cardinale et al. 2012) alters interactions among hosts and

pathogens with cascading e�ects on infectious diseases of humans, plants, and wildlife. Susceptible

hosts are often hypothesized to be more vulnerable to infections in depauperate communities than
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in nearby richer communities, a phenomenon coined the `dilution e�ect' (Ostfeld & Keesing 2012;

Civitello et al. 2015; Magnusson et al. 2020). However, the relationship between infection risk

and diversity may also be positive (Guilherme Becker & Zamudio 2011), idiosyncratic (Salkeld et

al. 2013), or context-dependent (Halliday & Rohr 2019; Liu et al. 2020). If diversity predictably

covaries with factors that limit disease, conservation of biodiversity could be a viable win-win

strategy; if not, targeted management of speci�c species would be needed (Rohr et al. 2020).

Thus, it is essential to understand why diversity a�ects disease dynamics to forecast and manage

disease outbreaks under global change (Johnson et al. 2015a; Rohr et al. 2020).

Higher diversity communities may be associated with less disease risk for individuals if they

contain species that contribute little to inoculum pressure and reduce transmission risk (Keesing

et al. 2006). `Diluter' species might regulate the densities of high-competence hosts, or those

that e�ciently acquire and transmit pathogens, via competition for �nite resources (Fig. 2.1A;

Strauss et al. 2015). Decreases in diversity have been associated with increases in infections for

plant, animal, and zoonotic diseases (Ostfeld & Keesing 2000; Mitchell et al. 2002; Johnson et

al. 2012). Covariance between competent host densities and diversity likely depends on additional

relationships among host competence, nestedness, and total density. However, few studies have

investigated these linkages thus far (e.g. Johnson et al. 2013; Lacroix et al. 2014).

The dilution e�ect may also be driven by richness per se (Fig. 2.1B). For example, communities

of greater diversity might be associated with less disease if diluter species reduce encounters between

infectious and susceptible hosts (e.g. by ingesting propogules; Schmeller et al. 2014) or if they lower

the likelihood of transmission given an encounter (e.g. by altering microclimates; Zhu et al. 2000).

Since multiple dilution mechanisms can operate simultaneously, diversity-associated mechanisms

driven by encounter/transmission reduction can be deduced after accounting for competent host

densities (Strauss et al. 2016, 2018).

Furthermore, diversity-disease relationships may change whether disease is measured for par-

ticular host individuals or species, or the overall host community (Fig. 2.1C). For instance, in-

dividual risk of hantavirus infection in the most susceptible rodent species did not vary across

habitats, but seroprevalence of the entire rodent community was greater in rural settings com-

pared to forests (Piudo et al. 2011). Di�erences arise because disease in a focal host controls for
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Figure 2.1: Negative diversity-disease relationships assessed at the community level may be af-
fected by multiple dilution mechanisms and/or measurements of disease risk. The addition of
low-competence, rarely symptomatic species (i.e. `diluter' species) to higher diversity communities
may potentially limit transmission risk, as measured by average individual-level disease risk, A) by
reducing the density of competent hosts (`competent host regulation', modi�ed sensu Keesing et
al. 2006), or B) by reducing encounter rates or probability of transmission between infectious and
susceptible individuals (`encounter reduction` or `transmission reduction` sensu Keesing et al. 2006).
The addition of these species may also C) have no e�ect on plant-plant interactions, resulting in
no corresponding change in individual-level disease risk. Across all three scenarios, the overall
proportion of commonly symptomatic species is lower in the higher diversity community, causing a
negative relationship between diversity and community-level disease risk. The area of the dashed
halos represent total potential inoculum pressure exerted by competent hosts.
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species-speci�c susceptibility, whereas community-level prevalence aggregates across species and is

sensitive to the average susceptibility of individuals from all species. Unlike individual-level disease

risk, community-level prevalence does not measure risk of acquiring infections (it measures disease

burden) and is predisposed to decline with diversity due to the mathematical inevitability of adding

low- or non-susceptible species to the denominator of prevalence. While the majority of studies

discussed within the dilution e�ect context measure disease risk in a particular host, many focus

on community-wide disease. Community-level prevalence comprised ca. 11%, 27%, and 15% of

studies from dilution e�ect meta-analyses by Civitello et al. (2015), Magnusson et al. (2020), and

Salkeld et al. (2013), respectively (Table B.1). Variation in disease metrics alters diversity-disease

relationships (Young et al. 2014; Luis et al. 2018; Roberts & Heesterbeek 2018). This overlooked

distinction between individual- and community-level observations might in�ate evidence for dilution

e�ects.

To empirically evaluate dilution mechanisms underpinning the disease-diversity relationship

and the in�uence of aggregation, we studied plant communities impacted by sudden oak death,

an emerging forest disease that has killed at least 48 million stems of tanoak (Notholithocarpus

densi�orus) and oak species (Quercus spp.) in coastal California and southwestern Oregon since

1995 (Rizzo & Garbelotto 2003; Cobb et al. 2020). The causal agent, Phytophthora ramorum, is

an invasive oomycete pathogen with a wide host range, though some hosts exhibit symptoms more

often than others. Field studies in California suggest that transmission is driven primarily by two

species: bay laurel (Umbellularia californica) and, to a lesser extent, tanoak (Davidson et al. 2005,

2008). Whether other forest plant species also contribute to inoculum pressure via asymptomatic

sporulation, reduce transmission success, or have no e�ect on transmission is unknown.

We combined laboratory competence measurements with high-resolution plant community and

disease symptom data from a large network of plots in the Big Sur region of California. In a previous

analysis of this �eld-collected dataset, community-level disease prevalence declined with both plant

species richness and Shannon-Wiener diversity index, even after accounting for the densities of

known competent hosts, bay laurel and tanoak (Haas et al. 2011). Although other species might

underly dilution mechanisms, such as `competent host regulation' (via asymptomatic sporulation)

or `encounter/transmission reduction' (modi�ed sensu Keesing et al. 2006), it is di�cult to assess
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without investigating individual-level disease risk. In order to test whether this negative diversity-

disease relationship arose from dilution mechanisms, or from the fact that disease was averaged

across the community, we tested three hypotheses:

i) The dilution e�ect is driven by competent host regulation, indicated by decreases in

individual- and community-level disease risk with diversity, with associated decreases in

competent host density.

ii) The dilution e�ect is driven by encounter/transmission reduction, indicated by decreases in

individual- and community-level disease risk with diversity, which persist after accounting for

changes in competent host density.

iii) The negative diversity-disease relationship is a product of how disease is measured, indicated

by decreases in community-level, but not individual-level, disease risk with diversity.

Our study explores the empirical foundation linking community composition, competence, and

di�erent disease metrics. Understanding these links is essential to predicting where diseases may

emerge or decline as a function of global threats to biodiversity.

Methods

Study system

Our study was conducted in redwood and mixed evergreen forest types in the Big Sur region

of California. Redwood forests are typi�ed by redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) canopies, with bay

laurel, tanoak, paci�c madrone (Arbutus menziesii) and various oak species in the subcanopies.

Mixed evergreen forests occupy drier sites and consist of similar species excluding redwood.

In this system, woody plants fell into three categories in regard to P. ramorum: `commonly

symptomatic', `rarely symptomatic', and nonhosts. We considered bay laurel, tanoak, coast live

oak (Quercus agrifolia), and Shreve oak (Q. parvula) to be commonly symptomatic hosts because

they accounted for the majority of detected infections. Infected true oaks and tanoaks may develop

lethal stem cankers, while bay laurels do not experience disease-induced mortality (Rizzo et al.

2005). Infectious propagules (sporangia) formed on foliar and branch lesions are most proli�cally
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produced on bay laurel, followed by tanoak (Davidson et al. 2005, 2008), and are very rarely

observed on true oaks (Vettraino et al. 2008). Infections on other, more rarely symptomatic hosts

typically lead to nonlethal foliar and branch lesions.

Plot network design and data collection

In 2006 and 2007, plant community and disease data were collected in 500 m2 plots established

to monitor long-term sudden oak death dynamics (see Metz et al. 2011). All woody stems at least

1 cm diameter at breast height were recorded for species identity, live/dead status, and visually

assessed for P. ramorum symptoms. Plant individuals with any symptomatic live stems were

considered diseased. Note that we assessed disease�not infections, opening the possibility that

some plants were asymptomatically infected (Denman et al. 2009).

Pacific Ocean

10 km

Big Sur 

region

Figure 2.2: Map of 151 study plots located in the Big Sur coastal region of California, USA.
Bounding box in the inset state map designates the closeup area. Plots were split among mixed
evergreen (blue) and redwood (orange) forest types.

We studied 151 plots where the pathogen was con�rmed present using culture-based methods

(Fig. 2.2; see Appendix S1 for details, including how our selected plots di�ered from Haas et al.

2011). We adopted host/nonhost categorizations from Haas et al. (2011), de�ned by whether or
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not natural infections had been identi�ed on that species (Davidson et al. 2003). We measured

density of species using total basal area, which better captures variation in tree sizes than counts of

individual plants, and the number of individuals, which directly in�uences community-wide disease

prevalence ( Infected host individuals
Total host individuals ). Plot diversity was characterized using species richness of woody

plants.

To account for other sources of heterogeneity that may correlate with species richness, the same

climatic, topographic, and landscape characteristics used by (Haas et al. 2011) were estimated for

each plot. We used the 30-year mean wet-season precipitation (December�May) calculated from

Parameter Elevation Regression on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM; Daly et al. 1994); potential

solar insolation (PSI; Dubayah & Rich 1995); and the area of host vegetative coverage within 200

m of plot center (Meentemeyer et al. 2008b).

Host and community competence

To evaluate how the entire plant community might contribute to overall inoculum pressure, we

estimated host competence from the 10 most commonly occurring species in the two forest types

(13 species in total; Rosenthal et al. in press). In Spring 2019, leaves from 32 individuals per

species were collected in the Big Sur region and inoculated with P. ramorum in the laboratory.

Sporulation was quanti�ed after 5 days of incubation by scraping the leaves, collecting the solution,

and counting sporangia under the microscope.

We estimated community competence (K ) as the cumulative density of each species weighted

by their competence (modi�ed from Johnson et al. 2013): K =
PS

i cini, where ci is the mean

competence and ni is the total basal area of species i for S total species per plot. Each species'

component contribution to K was calculated as ki = cini. For species not examined in the compe-

tence assay, we assumed missing values were the median of the quanti�ed host competencies. Since

these species comprised only 0.7% of the basal area in the dataset, assumptions about their values

had a negligible e�ect.
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Statistical Analyses

How density varies with richness

To understand linkages between community composition and disease, we evaluated several

measurements of density in relation to plot richness and forest type. Densities of known competent

hosts, bay laurel and tanoak, were investigated in separate hurdle models. We predicted the

probabilities of their occurrences with a Bernoulli generalized linear model (GLM) and when a

species was present in a plot, its basal area was estimated with a gamma GLM. We used a gamma

GLM to explore if densities of these hosts could be explained by the relationship between total

plant basal area and richness. Additionally, we analyzed the total number of either commonly or

rarely symptomatic host plants per plot, using separate negative binomial GLMs.

How community competence varies with richness

To test whether a negative covariance between community competence and richness might

explain the past negative diversity-disease relationship, community competence was modeled with

a log-normal likelihood and included predictors for plot richness and forest type. A predictable

relationship between community competence and diversity is predicated on nested communities.

We calculated a nestedness metric based on overlap and decreasing �ll (NODF; Almeida-Neto et al.

2008) and compared it against 999 null permutations (proportional row and column totals; Strona

& Fattorini 2014) using an online software (Strona et al. 2014).

How disease risk varies with richness, known competent hosts, and community com-

petence

To address if competent host regulation, encounter/transmission reduction, or aggregation of

observations drove the previous negative diversity-disease relationship, we estimated disease risk at

the community and individual level. For both hierarchical levels, we contrasted three explanatory

models, which included covariates for M1) richness, M2) richness and basal area of tanoak and bay

laurel, and M3) richness and community competence. If competent host regulation was a driving

mechanism, we expected individual-level disease risk to be negatively associated with richness in
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M1 and positively associated with either host densities in M2 or community competence in M3.

Additionally, if plant species besides tanoak or bay laurel enhanced transmission risk, M3 would

have a greater predictive performance than M1 and M2. If encounter/transmission reduction was a

contributing factor, we expected to still see a negative e�ect of richness on individual-level disease

risk after incorporating host densities in M2 and/or community competence in M3. Lastly, if the

negative diversity-disease relationship was a product of aggregation of observations, we expected

to see a negative e�ect of richness on disease risk at the community, but not individual level.

To isolate how inclusion of rarely symptomatic host species might alter the calculation of

community-level disease prevalence, community-wide disease was analyzed both for all hosts (com-

monly and rarely symptomatic species) and for the four commonly symptomatic host species.

Community-level disease prevalence was estimated by modeling Ij , the number of diseased plants

in plot j, given nj , the total number of host plants (j=151 plots). To capture overdispersion in the

response variable, we used a beta-binomial likelihood with �j , the expected value of probability of

disease pj , and a dispersion parameter �:

Ij � Binomial(nj ; pj)

pj � Beta(alphaj ; betaj)

alphaj = �j �

betaj = (1� �j) �

logit(�j) = �0 +BXj

(1)

where �0 is the global intercept and B is a vector of coe�cients for the covariates contained in the

data matrix Xj . In addition to the covariates mentioned above (richness, host basal areas, and

community competence), we incorporated variables for forest type, sample year, precipitation, PSI,

and host vegetation in the surrounding landscape in order to control for confounding e�ects from

the sampling design and landscape heterogeneity.

Individual-level disease risk was assessed for the four commonly symptomatic hosts. We mod-

eled Ii, the disease status of individual i of species s located in plot j, using a Bernoulli likelihood

with a mean probability pi (i=4206 individuals from 151 plots and 4 species):
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Ii � Bernoulli(pi)

logit(pi) = �j[i] + �s[i] + �s[i]richnessj[i] + BAi

�j � Normal(BXj ; �plot)2
64�s

�s

3
75 � MVNormal

�264�0

��

3
75 ; ��

(2)

where intercept �j varied by plot, intercept �s and the e�ect of richness �s varied by species, and

 characterized the basal area of the plant (summed among live stems) in order to account for

size-dependent variation in susceptibility. Plot-varying intercepts were normally distributed with a

mean BXj , de�ned by the same predictor variables as described previously in the community-level

models. �s and �s were drawn from a multivariate normal distribution, de�ned by means �0 and

�� and covariance matrix �.

Host densities and community competence were square root transformed to spread the right-

skewed distributions. All variables were centered and scaled by dividing by 2 SD (Gelman 2008).

Collinearity was assessed by con�rming that correlations between continuous variables were <0.5

(Figure B.1). We contrasted model predictive performance by computing approximate leave-one-

out cross-validation, comparing models based on the di�erence in expected log pointwise predictive

density (ELPD; Vehtari et al. 2017). We tested for spatial autocorrelation using a Moran's I

correlogram on the mean residuals from the best performing community-level disease prevalence

including all hosts. No signi�cant spatial clustering emerged (Figure B.7). Additional information

about our treatment of spatial autocorrelation is in Appendix S1.

Model �tting

Models were written in the Bayesian programming language Stan (Stan Development Team

2019) and analyzed in the R environment (R Core Team 2019; Stan Development Team 2020).

Packages used for our analysis are listed in Appendix B. We used weakly informative priors and 4

chains with 2000 iterations each. Model �ts were visually evaluated by comparing observed values

against posterior predictive draws (Fig. B.2�B.5). Parameter estimates with 90% highest posterior

density intervals (HPDI) that did not contain zero (or one, when expressed as odds ratios) were
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considered to have important, non-zero e�ects on the response variable. A common default in

Bayesian analyses is to use 90% HPDIs because they are more stable than 95% intervals (Goodrich

et al. 2020).

Results

Across 151 plots, 5798 trees and shrubs were included in our study and 18 species were con-

sidered hosts and 9 as nonhosts (Table B.2). Four commonly symptomatic species accounted for

99.6% of detected infections. Symptoms were primarily found on the two most ubiquitous and

abundant species, bay laurel (923 symptomatic/1104 total plants, 83.6%) and tanoak (1153 symp-

tomatic/2189 plants, 52.6%), while there were fewer on coast live oak (36 symptomatic/296 plants,

12.2%) and Shreve oak (28 symptomatic/617 plants, 4.5%). The other 14 host species were rarely

symptomatic. Of these species, only 8 redwoods and 1 California buckeye (Aesculus californica)

were symptomatic.

How density varies with richness

Total basal area of all species remained constant across richness in both forest types (Fig. 2.3A).

Bay laurel occurred more frequently in richer plots, while tanoak occurrence did not vary strongly

with richness (Fig. 2.3B, 2.3C). When present, the basal area of bay laurel had a weakly negative

relationship with richness (median, 90% HPDI = -0.15 [-0.31, 0.03]), whereas that of tanoak did

not vary considerably (-0.08 [-0.29, 0.14]; Fig. 2.3B, 2.3C). Additionally, the number of rarely

symptomatic host plants increased with richness, while the number of commonly symptomatic host

plants did not change substantially (Fig. 2.3D, 2.3E).

How community competence varies with richness

Mixed evergreen and redwood forest communities were both signi�cantly nested (mixed ev-

ergreen: NODFobs = 50:2, P < 0.001; redwood: NODFobs = 58:5, P < 0.001), indicating that

depauperate communities were nested subsets of their richer counterparts (Fig. 2.4A). Species-

poor communities were more likely to contain ubiquitous species, while richer communities also
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Figure 2.3: Relationships between richness and various measurements of plant density by forest
type. A) Density measured as total plant basal area. B, C) Hurdle models measuring tanoak or bay
laurel density, which assessed probability of occurrence (bottom) and, conditional upon presence,
assessed basal area (top). D) Density measured as number of commonly symptomatic host plants.
E) Density measured as number of rarely symptomatic host plants. Points are horizontally jittered.
Lines and shaded regions represent the median and 90% HPDI of the posterior estimate of the mean.
Solid lines indicate the 90% HPDI of the e�ect of richness did not cross zero.
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consisted of rarer species, which tended to be less competent. Bay laurel and tanoak were more

competent than the other measured species (Fig. 2.4B). Within mixed evergreen forests, the species

that contributed most to community competence were bay laurel followed by tanoak, and in red-

wood forests they were tanoak, followed by bay laurel and redwood (Fig. 2.4C). Although redwood

is a low-competence host, it is the largest tree species in the forest and very common. Total com-

munity competence was higher in redwood forests than mixed evergreen forests and it declined in

plots with higher richness (Fig. 2.4D).
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Figure 2.4: Nestedness and the linkages between host competence and diversity in both forest
types. A) Matrix of species that are present among the 151 study plots. The top rows represent
the most ubiquitous species and the leftmost columns represent the richest plots. In a perfectly
nested set of communities, the depauperate communities would consist of a subset of the species
present their richer counterparts, causing this matrix to be �lled entirely in the upper left-hand
side. B) Sporulation potential (mean ± SE) as assessed in laboratory inoculation assays. Species
are in order of rank ubiquity. C) Each species' contribution towards community competence (mean
± SE). D) The relationship between richness and community competence with points horizontally
jittered. Line and shaded region represents the median and 90% HPDI of the posterior estimate of
the mean. Solid lines indicate the 90% HPDI of the e�ect of richness did not cross zero. Species
not included in the laboratory sporulation assays (grey) are estimated as the median of those that
were measured. Analyses are shown separately for each forest type, mixed evergreen (blue) and
redwood (orange).
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How disease risk varies with richness, known competent hosts, and community com-

petence

Across all models, surrounding host vegetation had consistently positive e�ects, redwood forests

and historical precipitation levels had negative or no e�ects, and sampling year and PSI had neg-

ligible e�ects on community- and individual-level disease risk (Table B.3-B.5). After accounting

for variation related to these factors, the importance of richness on disease risk and its association

with known competent hosts and community competence varied depending on how disease was

measured.

Disease prevalence aggregated among all hosts in the community decreased with richness (me-

dian odds ratio, 90% HPDI = 0.68 [0.49, 0.90]; Fig. 2.5A). We included bay laurel basal area,

tanoak basal area, and community competence into subsequent models, all of which had positive

e�ects (Fig. 2.5A). After accounting for variation in bay laurel and tanoak density, the negative

richness-disease covariance weakened only slightly (0.70 [0.52, 0.96]), and it further weakened when

community competence was instead incorporated (0.79 [0.58, 1.08]). Disease prevalence was best

predicted by the model featuring richness and host basal area (M2), outperforming the models

including community competence (M3: �ELPD = �13:9, SE� = 3:6) and richness only (M1:

�ELPD = �20:1, SE� = 5:8).

When detected infections were examined exclusively among the four commonly symptomatic

species, richness no longer had a nonzero e�ect on disease prevalence (odds ratio: 0.84 [0.61, 1.17];

Fig. 2.5B). Bay laurel and community competence had positive e�ects, while the e�ect of tanoak

diminished. The negligible e�ect of richness did not change when models included host basal area

or community competence. The model with richness and host basal area (M2) performed better

than the models with community competence (M3: �ELPD = �16:8, SE� = 4:7) and richness

alone (M1: �ELPD = �23:7, SE� = 6:7).

Individual-level disease risk models accounted for species-speci�c disease rates, which were

highest for bay laurel, followed by tanoak, coast live oak, and Shreve oak (Fig. 6A). The models

also controlled for size-dependent variation in susceptibility, which was greater for larger individuals

(Table B.5). Richness on average was not strongly correlated with disease risk in the model including
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Figure 2.5: E�ects of community-related covariates of disease risk models evaluated as A)
community-level disease prevalence for all hosts, B) community-level disease prevalence for com-
monly symptomatic hosts, and C) individual-level disease risk for commonly symptomatic hosts.
Note that panel C shows the mean e�ect of richness (beta_bar, equation 2), while species-speci�c
parameters of the individual-level disease risk models are displayed in Fig. 6. The three colors
represent the three explanatory models (M1. Richness only, M2. Richness + density of key hosts,
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with a solid line and closed points.
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richness only (odds ratio: 1.31 [0.62, 2.75]), and its e�ect did not substantially change after including

predictors for host basal area or community competence (Fig. 2.5C). Across the three explanatory

submodels, species-speci�c e�ects of richness for coast live oak, Shreve oak, and tanoak were unlikely

important (90% HPDI contained one); meanwhile, richness had a positive e�ect on disease risk for

bay laurel, with credible intervals slightly smaller or larger depending on the covariates included in

the model (Fig. 2.6B). Disease risk was not strongly correlated with tanoak basal area, positively

correlated with community competence, and strongly, positively correlated with bay laurel basal

area (Fig. 2.5C). The model including richness and host basal area (M2) marginally outperformed

models including community competence (M3: �ELPD = �3:7, SE� = 2:3) or richness alone (M1:

�ELPD = �4:9, SE� = 2:5).
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Figure 2.6: Additional posterior estimates of the individual-level disease risk models, including
species-speci�c A) intercepts and B) e�ects of richness, representing alpha_s and beta_s for species
s, respectively (see equation 2). Posterior estimates are displayed with the median and 90% HDPI,
with intervals not crossing one shown with a solid line and closed points.

Discussion

Despite frequent tests of negative diversity-disease relationships in natural ecosystems, the

mechanisms remain poorly resolved. We tested how relationships among species richness, densities
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of keys hosts, community competence, and disease risk metrics vary in a forest system previously

shown to exhibit negative diversity-disease patterns (Haas et al. 2011). Richness had no lim-

iting e�ect on individual-level disease risk, and therefore neither competent host regulation nor

encounter/transmission reduction were possible dilution mechanisms. Rather than depending on

the composition of the entire community, average risk of acquiring disease was largely driven by

a single, common, highly competent host, bay laurel (Fig. 2.5C). This species' density did not

have a clear relationship with richness, which may explain the lack of a dilution e�ect evaluated at

the individual level. In contrast, the negative e�ect of richness on community-level disease preva-

lence was solely attributable to its positive covariance with the number of rarely symptomatic host

species. Rarely symptomatic host species reduced the relative density of commonly symptomatic

hosts without signi�cantly altering their individual risks of disease (Fig. 2.1C). Aggregating disease

prevalence at the community level may misattribute dilution mechanisms and bias toward negative

diversity-disease relationships, which has consequential implications for the e�ects of conserving

biodiversity in disease-impacted ecosystems.

Diversity-associated mechanisms of individual-level disease risk

While multiple host species of varying competence may contribute to transmission risk (Hamer

et al. 2011; Searle et al. 2016), sometimes generalist pathogens are in�uenced by the presence of a

single host species (Wilber et al. 2020). The risk of acquiring disease symptoms primarily depended

upon the basal area of bay laurel, which we uncovered using models that estimated individual-level

disease risk. Less competent hosts were not essential in predicting disease risk. Consistent with

other �eld studies in California, basal area of the next most competent host, tanoak, was not

in�uential (Swiecki & Bernhardt 2002; Meentemeyer et al. 2008a; Simler-Williamson et al. 2021)

and community competence, a weighted mean of all species' transmission potentials, had a weaker

e�ect than bay laurel and did not improve model predictive performance relative to the model

including bay laurel density. Accordingly, much of the e�ect of richness hinged upon its correlation

with bay laurel occurrence and abundance.

Theory predicts that when the most competent species has a low extirpation risk, communities

are nested, and total density remains invariant with diversity (`substitutive assembly'), there should
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be a higher density of competent hosts in species-poor communities (Rudolf & Antonovics 2005;

Joseph et al. 2013; Mihaljevic et al. 2014). Each of these conditions was met and indeed, we

found that the basal area of bay laurel was slightly higher in depauperate communities (Fig. 2.3A).

However, bay laurel was also less likely to persist in species-poor communities (Fig. 2.3A). The

combined e�ect of these two opposing variables (basal area and occurrence) likely led to a weak

overall association between bay laurel density and richness, and no corresponding shift in individual-

level disease risk averaged among the commonly symptomatic species.

By contrast, community competence, based on laboratory sporulation assays, did decline with

richness, and yet this did not lower individual-level disease risk in more diverse plots. Measurements

from arti�cial inoculations do not integrate variation due to host phenology, forest structure, and

climate (Dodd et al. 2008; Davidson et al. 2011; Simler-Williamson et al. 2021; Rosenthal

et al. in press), nor variation within species or individuals (Stewart Merrill & Johnson 2020).

These challenges are logistically di�cult to overcome for such a broad set of large, long-lived

tree species. Community competence currently weights the contribution from bay laurel and less

competent hosts. If community competence were calibrated to more accurately re�ect natural

inoculum pressure, it might primarily re�ect bay laurel density.

When e�ects of richness were parsed for each species, richness had undetectable e�ects on

disease risk for tanoak or oaks, but it had a positive e�ect for bay laurel. This result could

be highly impactful given how central bay laurel is to pathogen spread. The positive e�ect of

richness may re�ect a correlation with unaddressed, disease-inducing factors, such as microclimates

or pathogen invasion history. Plots with greater richness may have been invaded earlier by this

nonnative pathogen, and thus P. ramorum would have more time to spread within those stands

(Cobb et al. 2020).

Diversity-associated mechanisms of community-level disease risk

Richness was negatively associated with disease prevalence for all hosts in a plot, which is best

explained by the relative abundance of commonly symptomatic species. The number of rarely

symptomatic host plants increased with richness, while the number of commonly symptomatic

plants (accounting for 99.6% of detected infections) did not change. The proportion of commonly
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symptomatic hosts negatively covaried with richness, limiting the fraction of community-wide dis-

ease. Without rarely symptomatic species, models of community-level disease prevalence led to

similar conclusions as the individual-level analysis�bay laurel density drove detected infections

and richness did not have a strong e�ect. By aggregating disease among all hosts in a commu-

nity, low-competence, rarely symptomatic hosts numerically diluted the proportion of symptomatic

plants without a�ecting transmission risk to susceptible populations.

Di�erences in the diversity-disease relationship across hierarchical levels

Individual- and community-level disease risk varied independently with respect to the density

of competent hosts and proportion of symptomatic hosts, respectively. Thus, the direction and

drivers of the diversity-disease relationship are distinct across hierarchical levels. However, this

distinction is easily con�ated. For instance, the negative e�ect of richness on community-level dis-

ease prevalence remained after accounting for tanoak and bay laurel densities. Haas et al. (2011)

acquired similar results and hypothesized richer communities contained either more noncompetent

plants that interfered with inoculum dispersal pathways (`encounter reduction'; Fig. 2.1B), or fewer

asymptomatic, competent hosts that illusively caused infections (`competent host regulation'; Fig.

2.1A). Noncompetent species inhibit encounter rates when they can physically block local trans-

mission. Pathogens with root-to-root transmission are good candidates to observe this mechanism,

unlike P. ramorum where sporangia travel distances of up to 4 km (Hansen et al. 2008; Mascheretti

et al. 2008). Yet, richness became unimportant after adding community competence to the model

predicting community-level prevalence (Fig. 2.5A), suggesting that asymptomatic transmission

from many forest species may explain the negative diversity-disease relationship. However, we in-

stead interpret this �nding as a spurious correlation since our individual-level models indicate that

bay laurel was the primary host driving disease.

Community-level observations cannot directly explain processes occurring between (suscepti-

ble and infectious) individuals, and our study represents a case of Simpson's paradox, in which

correlations are not preserved during data aggregation (Simpson 1951). Salkeld & Antolin (2020)

illustrated that disease aggregated across large spatial scales can lead to spurious correlations

with diversity and explanatory factors, and these relationships might reverse if reexamined using
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individual- or species-level data. Our results, and others' (Piudo et al. 2011), con�rm that aggre-

gating disease at the community level can generate this pattern. Although not examined in our

study, community-wide disease caused by multiple pathogens (e.g. �community pathogen load�

sensu Mitchell et al. 2002, which also averages across species) can produce similar mismatches

(e.g. Hantsch et al. 2013). To be clear, we believe individual- and community-level disease metrics

are equally valid and important to study; however, mechanisms used to explain diversity-disease

relationships need to re�ect the levels at which disease was measured.

We also suspect that community-level prevalence may negatively correlate with diversity more

frequently than individual-level disease risk under speci�c assembly patterns. When depauperate

communities are dominated by disease-prone species�which is more often the case than not (Joseph

et al. 2013; Gibb et al. 2020), even in the absence of dilution mechanisms, less susceptible species

added to higher diversity communities would increase the likelihood of observing a decline in overall

prevalence. Diversity often negatively covaries with community-level prevalence (Bradley et al.

2008; Moore & Borer 2012; Liu et al. 2018), but not always (Vaz et al. 2007; Hydeman et al. 2017;

Milholland et al. 2017). Community-wide disease risk is not uncommon under the dilution e�ect

purview (Table B.1), and whether it biases toward negative diversity-disease relationships deserves

closer attention.

Given that diversity-disease relationships may change across hierarchical levels, what was the

most appropriate measure of disease? Response variables need to match questions meaningful to

management (Johnson et al. 2015a). Managing for ecosystem health is an important goal. In

our system, the overall percentage of diseased host plants is critical for predicting how disease-

induced mortality a�ects fuels, carbon sequestration, or resilience to large-scale disturbance (Metz

et al. 2011; Simler et al. 2018; Cobb et al. 2020). Conserving biodiversity may still improve

ecosystem health when richness is correlated with a lower proportion of susceptible species. Other

times, the goal is to manage the health of speci�c hosts, which aligns with the majoritarian notion

of the dilution e�ect. We examined disease risk in four species and accounted for di�erences in

species-speci�c susceptibility. Here, maintaining diverse forest stands would not reduce the risk of

individuals acquiring disease and targeted management of bay laurel is needed.
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Conclusion

Two unresolved topics in disease ecology involve exploring how diversity correlates with species

composition and the consequences on disease risk, and how disease measured at the individual or

community level a�ects conclusions (Johnson et al. 2015a). We found that the overall density of the

most competent species likely did not have a strong relationship with richness and, consequently,

richness did not limit individual-level disease risk. Empirical tests of this pattern must continue

in other naturally assembled communities, especially in forests and other understudied systems.

We also found that richness can have a positive or negligible e�ect on disease at the individual

level while concomitantly having a negative e�ect at the community level. Understanding these

multilevel di�erences is key for managing the health of the ecosystem versus speci�c forest species.

Looking forward, one solution is to explicitly de�ne the currently vague description of `disease risk',

which will require discussion among research, management, and policy priorities (see Keesing et

al. 2006). A more expansive prospect is for researchers to contrast various metrics of disease to

uncover how, why, and for which species biodiversity a�ects disease.
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Abstract

Since individual species vary in abundance and host competence, variation in species compo-

sition strongly in�uences disease dynamics. Forecasting e�ects of species composition on disease

depends on community (dis)assembly, the processes determining how species are added (or lost)

from communities. We simulated community assembly by planting mesocosms, nested along a rich-

ness gradient, and tested how relationships between richness and either species loss order or overall

density a�ect disease risk. Mesocosms containing up to 6 crop species of varying competence were

inoculated with a soilborne fungal pathogen, Rhizoctonia solani. Disease was measured as species-

level prevalence, community-level prevalence, and total number of diseased plants. Regardless

of metric, richness limited disease when species loss order negatively correlated with competence

and overall species density was intransient with richness. When total density increased with rich-

ness or species were lost randomly, richness primarily correlated positively or weakly with disease.

Our results are consistent with theoretical expectations and represent the �rst empirical study

simultaneously testing the in�uence of species densities, disassembly order, and competence on

diversity-disease relationships.

Introduction

How does community assembly a�ect disease risk? Since host species vary in their ability to

become infected and transmit a given pathogen (i.e. `host competence'), patterns in community

(dis)assembly, de�ned as processes that determine which species and how many are added (or lost)
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from communities, can di�erentially impact infectious disease in communities undergoing biodi-

versity loss (Joseph et al. 2013; Halliday et al. 2019). Understanding how and when species loss

in�uences disease dynamics is paramount for predicting and managing future outbreaks; addressing

the role of community assembly may be key for identifying conditions underlying diversity-disease

relationship in natural ecosystems.

When highly competent host species are least likely to be extirpated during species loss, there

is an increased likelihood that diversity and overall transmission risk negatively covary (Ostfeld

& LoGiudice 2003), a phenomenon termed the `dilution e�ect' (Keesing et al. 2006). Negative

relationships between competence and extirpation risk may be attributed to life history tradeo�s.

For example, `weedy' species tend to dedicate fewer resources to disease resistance (Cronin et

al. 2010; Heckman et al. 2019). However, deterministic and stochastic forces shape community

disassembly (Fukami et al. 2005; Halliday et al. 2019). When species loss order is unrelated to

host competence, changes in disease risk are less predictable and the diversity-disease relationship

is expected to be idiosyncratic (Ostfeld & LoGiudice 2003; Joseph et al. 2013).

Even when competence negatively correlates with extirpation risk, changes in disease also de-

pend on how overall density covaries with diversity loss (Searle et al. 2016). At one extreme, total

community abundance may remain invariant with richness. Under this `substitutive assembly', a

loss of diversity may release competent host species from strong resource limitations, leading to a

higher absolute density of competent hosts, and therefore, higher disease risk in species-poor com-

munities (Rudolf & Antonovics 2005; Mihaljevic et al. 2014). Conversely, community abundance

may positively correlate with diversity (`additive assembly'), such that the densities of individual

species do not covary with richness. Host densities would be greatest in species-rich communities

and for generalist pathogens with density-dependent transmission, disease risk should positively

correlate with diversity (Rudolf & Antonovics 2005; Mihaljevic et al. 2014). Altogether, it is

expected that a negative diversity-disease relationship is most likely when community assembly

is substitutive and extirpation risk negatively correlates with competence (Joseph et al. 2013;

Johnson et al. 2015a).

Despite a strong theoretical foundation explaining how competence, species order loss, and

abundance may in�uence the diversity-disease relationship, empirical tests are limited. Correla-
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tional studies of natural communities are powerful for identifying how species composition varies

across richness levels (Johnson et al. 2013; Lacroix et al. 2014), which is essential for predicting

how communities would likely disassemble. Nevertheless, the e�ects of di�erent assembly patterns

on disease risk may be best addressed under an experimental framework where species composi-

tion can be manipulated independently of diversity. To date, experimental studies focused on the

dilution e�ect have compared random versus non-random species loss (Liu et al. 2018; Johnson

et al. 2019) and additive versus substitutive assembly (Johnson et al. 2013; Wojdak et al. 2014).

However, interactions between these two in�uential axes of community assembly have yet to be

empirically investigated.

Moreover, the relationship between diversity and disease can be sensitive to whether disease is

measured at the community or species level. The dilution e�ect typically addresses how diversity

impacts the risk of individuals acquiring disease, and hence disease is evaluated for particular host

species. The dilution e�ect has also been assessed using community-level disease metrics, including

total propagule load (e.g. Young et al. 2014) or average community disease severity or prevalence

(e.g. Haas et al. 2011; Mitchell et al. 2002), which capture overall transmission potential or

disease burden, respectively. Despite their fundamental epidemiological di�erences, various metrics

of disease for focal species and overall host communities frequently appear together in the dilution

e�ect literature and can lead to divergent outcomes on diversity-disease patterns (Rosenthal et al.

in press).

Here we used arti�cial plant mesocosms to examine the e�ects of species identities and densi-

ties on disease caused by a fungal plant pathogen, Rhizoctonia solani. This generalist soil-borne

pathogen causes visible aboveground damping-o� symptoms when it infects belowground host tis-

sue (Otten et al. 2003). Transmission occurs between plants through infective hyphae and slows or

arrests when resources are unavailable (Bailey et al. 2000). Mesocosms inoculated with R. solani

are ideal for testing community disease ecology theory because symptoms are obvious, epidemics are

fast, high replication is feasible, and environmental conditions, host heterogeneity, and inoculum

amounts are relatively easy to control (e.g. Otten et al. 2001, 2003, 2005).

We planted mesocosms spanning a plant species richness gradient to test how communities

with random and non-random species loss order, as well as communities with substitutive and
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additive assembly, a�ect disease risk. We measured disease at the community and species level to

explore how disease metrics might a�ect conclusions. To explain variation in disease risk under

di�erent assembly patterns, we assessed the direct e�ects of richness, species identities, and densities

on species-level disease prevalence. Our study empirically investigates how community assembly

a�ects the diversity-disease relationship, which is important for understanding of how biodiversity

loss may impact emerging diseases.

Methods

Study system

We used a model system to test how species composition a�ects disease risk in a greenhouse

experiment. Mesocosm communities were planted and select individuals were inoculated with R.

solani (AG2-1, Genbank accession #MZ496522). Generalist pathogens are frequently transmitted

via a small subset of hosts, despite being able to infect a larger consortium of hosts. We mimicked

this pattern by choosing 6 commercially available crop plants that vary in competence. To estimate

competence, we summarized intra-speci�c plant-plant transmission (rather than inoculum-plant

transmission) by measuring disease prevalence of all uninoculated individuals (more details below).

Host plants included radish (high competence), arugula (moderate), and basil, red romaine, green

lettuce, and butter lettuce (low). These plants were also selected because they germinate at high

rates and emerge at similar times.

Experimental design

We simulated community disassembly by creating series of mesocosm communities with 1, 2,

4, and 6 crop species (Fig. C.1, Fig. C.2). To be consistent with typical ecological communities,

depauperate assemblages contained a nested subset of their richer counterparts (Stephens et al.

2016) and relative species abundances followed a log-normal distribution (Roche et al. 2012).

Within each series, the density (total number of individuals) was either positively correlated with

richness (`additive assembly') or remained constant (`substitutive'). Communities with substitutive

assembly contained 238 individuals and those with additive assembly consisted of 85, 154, 238,
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and 304 individuals. Additionally, the relationship between host competence and the order in

which species were lost was either strongly positive (`non-random assembly order') or idiosyncratic

(`random'). For example, the non-random disassembly treatment consisted of the same species

order for each replicate�that is, high-competence radish was always present and most abundant,

while low-competence butter lettuce was rarest. Meanwhile, the random order treatment had a

di�erent disassembly order for each replicated series. Using a 2x2 factorial design, we manipulated

two axes of community disassembly across a richness gradient to test how patterns in species loss

a�ect disease risk (4 richness levels x 10 replicated series = 40 mesocosms for each treatment).

Additional mesocosms were created for various reasons. To estimate host competence, we

ensured that for each species, there were at least 4�6 single-species communities consisting of 238

individuals. To estimate background damping o� symptoms and germination rates, we planted one

single-species mesocosm for each species at the highest density of 304 individuals. These controls

were not inoculated. Our analysis of disease risk also parses e�ects of richness from densities

of species and with the design as described above, the relative abundance of radish negatively

correlates with richness. To better decouple the two variables, we augmented the design with nine

trays that had higher relative densities of radish (Fig. C.3).

Pathogen inoculations and disease assessment

Mesocosms were planted in seedling propagation trays (25.4 x 25.4 x 6.2 cm) �lled with auto-

claved sand with 10% by weight fertilizer mix (in-house formula for plant growth). Over the course

of three days (trays split randomly), seeds were directly sown in a hexagonal grid, dusted with

150 ml of vermiculite, and covered with a clear humidity dome. Locations of seeds were randomly

assigned (Fig. C.2) and trays were randomized within the greenhouse. Trays were watered every

2�3 days and weighed to ensure consistent application. Plants grew under 16 h arti�cial light and

air temperature was 23�C on average. Soil temperature nonetheless varied and on the last day, was

measured in all trays with a thermometer probe.

On day three, once the majority of seedlings emerged, 12 individuals per tray were inoculated

with R. solani. Species of challenged plants were selected proportionally to their relative abun-

dances. Inoculum was prepared by scattering double-autoclaved poppy seeds onto 4-day-old fungal
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colonies grown on potato dextrose agar, and incubating at 24�C in the dark for three additional

days (Otten et al. 2001). Colonized poppy seeds were individually placed under soil line 2 mm

away from challenged plants. Plants were considered diseased when they exhibited aboveground

symptoms, which include basal stem lesions and/or seedling collapse. On day 18, the �nal disease

statuses of individuals were recorded. Non-emerged plants, plants killed by herbivores, and one

tray that was accidently not watered were omitted from analysis.

At the end of a preliminary trial, seedlings with and without disease symptoms (10 each for

all species) were plated onto Rhizoctonia solani-selective media (water agar supplemented with

chloramphenicol and benomyl; Paulitz & Schroeder 2005). Seedling crowns were surface sterilized

(5% bleach 30 s, rinsed with water), plated, and visually inspected for hyphae at 24 and 48 h.

All symptomatic plants produced hyphae after 24 h, con�rming that disease symptoms were good

proxies for R. solani infections. Some asymptomatic plants of radish (40%), basil (30%), arugula

(10%), and green romaine (10%) produced hyphae after 48 h. Although potentially less virulent,

latent or pre-symptomatic infections are possible in this study system.

Statistical analyses

Diversity-disease relationships as a function of community disassembly

To understand how the diversity-disease relationship may change under di�erent disassembly

patterns, we analyzed communities undergoing four assembly treatments: i) additive, non-random;

ii) substitutive, non-random; iii) additive, random; and iv) substitutive, random. Using separate

generalized linear (mixed) models (GL(M)M) for the four treatments, we analyzed disease at the

community and species level to determine how disease metrics may alter conclusions.

At the community level, disease of non-challenged plants was estimated as total disease preva-

lence using a beta-binomial likelihood and number of diseased plants using a negative binomial

likelihood. Models included an e�ect for richness and controlled for day planted and soil tempera-

ture. At the species level, disease prevalence of non-challenged plants was estimated for each host

species using a beta-binomial likelihood. Models controlled for day planted and temperature and

included species-varying intercepts and coe�cients of richness and a tray-varying intercept. Green
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lettuce and butter lettuce were omitted from analysis of the deterministic treatments since they

were only present in the highest richness level. Extra single species trays were included in the

analysis of the substitutive, random treatment since they would only improve model certainty and

not bias the results.

Drivers of species-level disease prevalence

To explore drivers of variation in disease risk, we assessed e�ects of richness and species densities

on species-level disease prevalence. Here, we evaluated disease from all mesocosm trays together

(rather than the four treatments separately). With a beta-binomial likelihood, disease prevalence

was estimated by modeling the number of diseased plants of each species in each tray, given the

total number of non-challenged plants. Models included species-varying intercepts and coe�cients

of richness, terms to control for day planted and temperature, and a tray-varying intercept. We

contrasted models with additional tray-level covariates, which included combinations of individual

species densities and total density of all other species. Densities of individual species were square

root transformed to spread the right-skewed distribution and all variables were centered and scaled

by dividing by 2 SD (Gelman 2008). Predictive performance of models were compared based on

the di�erence in expected log pointwise predictive density (ELPD) using 10-fold cross-validation

(Vehtari et al. 2017).

Model �tting�GL(M)Ms were coded in R (R Core Team 2019) and estimated using Bayesian

methods from the package brms (Bürkner 2017). We used weakly informative priors and 4 chains

with 2000 iterations each. Model �ts were visually evaluated by comparing observed values against

posterior predictive draws and for convergence, we ensured Rhat values were � 1:01 (Vehtari et

al. 2020). Parameter estimates with 90% highest posterior density intervals (HPDI) that did not

contain zero were considered to have important, non-zero e�ects.

Results

A total of 36,922 seedlings in 171 mesocosms were monitored and analyzed for symptoms. Also

1,824 seedlings were grown in 6 single-species uninoculated trays. Germination rates were 95�100%

and background disease symptoms were nonexistent. Host competence was estimated as disease
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prevalence in monospeci�c trays for the following species: radish (mean, SD = 0.94 [0.08]), arugula

(0.33 [0.27]), basil (0.03 [0.02]), red romaine (0.02 [0.02]), green lettuce (0.006 [0.005]), and butter

lettuce (0.02 [0.006]).

Diversity-disease relationships as a function of community disassembly

With additive assembly, community disease prevalence positively correlated with richness, re-

gardless of whether species loss order was non-random or random (Fig. 3.1a, 3.1c). With substitu-

tive assembly and random species loss, richness likely had an unimportant association (Fig. 3.1d).

Only with substitutive and non-random disassembly did richness have a strongly negative e�ect

on community disease prevalence (Fig. 3.1b). Results were qualitatively identical for density of

diseased plants (Fig. C.4).
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Figure 3.1: Relationships between richness and community-level disease prevalence for di�erent
community assembly patterns. Lines and shaded regions represent the median and 90% HPDI of
the posterior estimate of the mean. Solid lines indicate the 90% HPDI of the coe�cient of richness
did not contain zero.

When disease prevalence was evaluated for particular host species, e�ects of richness were

strongly positive with additive assembly (Fig. 3.2a, 3.2c). For communities with substitutive,

non-random disassembly, the 90% HPDI of the coe�cient for richness was entirely negative for all
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species, except red romaine where the interval was [-1.87, 0.09] (Fig. 3.2b). For communities with

substitutive, random disassembly, the e�ects of richness were negative for radish, positive for green

lettuce, and negligible for all other species (Fig. 3.2d).
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Figure 3.2: Relationships between richness and species-level disease prevalence for di�erent com-
munity assembly patterns. Solid lines indicate the 90% HPDI of the coe�cient of richness did not
contain zero.

Drivers of species-level disease prevalence

After controlling for soil temperature, which had a negative e�ect, and planting day, the im-

portance of richness on species-level disease prevalence varied depending on which other tray-level

variables were accounted for (Table C.1). Richness positively covaried with disease risk in the

model incorporating total density, which also had a strong positive e�ect. Yet, the importance of

richness weakened when information on the densities of speci�c species was included. In the model

including densities of each species, the mean coe�cient of richness was likely unimportant (median

log-odds, 90% HPDI =0.46 [-0.19, 1.17]), densities of radish (3.63 [2.94, 4.45]) and arugula (0.85

[0.29, 1.4]) had strongly positive e�ects, while densities of other species had weak e�ects. As long
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as radish density was explicitly modeled and densities of other species were included (see Table C.1

for details), predictive performance was equivalent and superior to the model incorporating total

density only (�ELPD, SE = -52.2, 10.6).

Discussion

Theory predicts that whether species loss enhances or suppresses disease risk depends on com-

munity assembly (Joseph et al. 2013). We empirically contrasted the relationship between richness

and various disease metrics in communities with di�erent assembly patterns. Whether disease was

measured for focal species or the overall host community, our results closely aligned with expec-

tations. Richness limited disease when species loss order negatively correlated with competence

(`non-random disassembly') and overall species density remained invariant with richness (`substitu-

tive'). In communities with additive assembly or those with substitutive and random disassembly,

richness was positively or weakly associated with disease, apart from a few deviations. The e�ect

of richness on species-level disease prevalence was best explained by variation in densities and iden-

tities of species, highlighting the consequential impact of compositional shifts on future outbreaks.

In communities with substitutive, non-random assembly, species-level disease risk was likely

lower in richer communities because there were fewer competent host plants, such as radish and

arugula. `Competent host regulation' (modi�ed sensu Keesing et al. 2006), which suggests that

a lower density of competent hosts leads to lower transmission risk, is often evoked as a mecha-

nism underlying dilution e�ects (Johnson et al. 2012; Strauss et al. 2015). Species-level disease

prevalence across all trays was positively associated with richness when density of all species was

incorporated into the model; however, the marginal e�ect of richness was negligible after also con-

ditioning upon the densities of individual species (Table C.1). Densities and identities of species

are key for explaining variation in disease risk, and at least in our case, can primarily account for

strong richness e�ects.

For communities with substitutive, random assembly, correlations between richness and species-

level disease risk were weak for most species, which is consistent with simulation models measuring

overall transmission risk (Joseph et al. 2013). Somewhat unexpectedly, radish disease prevalence

increased with species loss. The dilution e�ect for radish is attributed to its strong positive e�ect
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on disease (c.a. 16 times stronger than arugula) and to its density negatively covarying with

richness. Although densities of host species had an overall random association with richness, for

trays containing a given species, density of that species underwent compensatory declines with

increasing richness. For example, when radish was present in species-poor assemblages, its density

was high and in species-rich assemblages, its density was low. This is an outcome of community

nestedness and substitutive assembly. We speculate that irrespective of how competence relates to

extirpation risk, strong community nestedness and substitutive assembly can increase the odds of

a dilution e�ect for high competence hosts.

Regardless of species loss order, additive assembly produced positive correlations between rich-

ness and species-level disease. Since densities of highly important hosts, radish and arugula, did

not increase during disassembly and species-poor communities always contained fewer individuals,

depauperate communities fostered less disease. While disease severity on individuals can still be

lowest in high-diversity communities despite additive assembly (Johnson et al. 2013), this likely

represent a special case in which transmission is heavily reduced by direct interactions with non-

hosts. We did not detect disease-limiting e�ects from richness per se and thus, our �ndings are

consistent with simulation models that assume transmission is una�ected by species interactions

(Rudolf & Antonovics 2005; Mihaljevic et al. 2014).

Diversity-disease relationships were largely insensitive to whether disease was measured at the

species or community level (recorded as absolute or relative density of diseased plants). Our �ndings

from substitutive communities�that non-random species loss increased community-wide disease

risk and random species loss had little e�ect�were consistent with experimental studies measuring

total infectious propagules (Johnson et al. 2019) or community-averaged disease severity (Liu et al.

2018). Results from communities with additive assembly, which led to positive associations between

disease and richness, further suggest that species loss order has minimal e�ects on community-level

disease when densities of individual species are maintained.

What do results from our experiment, which tested hypothetical endpoints of community dis-

assembly, portend for natural communities? Substitutive and additive assembly might arise when

species niches either perfectly overlap or partition, respectively, but a saturating relationship be-

tween richness and density may be more realistic. Saturating host abundance should lead to disease
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risk rising, then falling across a richness gradient (Mihaljevic et al. 2014). Despite its strong in�u-

ence on disease dynamics, few studies have examined the relationship between overall host density

and diversity in natural ecosystems (but see Guo et al. 2006; Rosenthal et al. in press) and

remains an important topic. Likewise, the strength of the competence-extirpation risk relation-

ship can transform a negative diversity-disease relationship to one that is idiosyncratic. Although

disease-prone species tend to be more resistant to perturbations (Gibb et al. 2020), extirpations are

subject to environmental and demographic stochasticity. Additional stochasticity may weaken any

negative extirpation risk-competence associations, add noise to community nestedness, and intro-

duce more uncertainty in diversity-disease patterns. Finally, although various disease metrics did

not lead to qualitatively di�erent associations with richness, it is critical to consider what epidemi-

ological information can be gleaned from each metric and its applications to disease management

goals.

Overall, our experimental study con�rmed many theoretical predictions outlining e�ects of

community assembly on disease risk. It is necessary to continue gathering information on how nat-

ural communities will likely (dis)assemble, which involves examining relationships among diversity,

species densities, host competence and susceptibility, and likelihoods of extirpation. Through a

combination of models, manipulative experimental systems, and surveys of natural communities,

we can advance our understanding of how community assembly will impact disease, identify which

species loss patterns are most likely to occur under various disturbances pressures, and devise

actionable plans to mitigate emerging outbreaks.
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Appendix

A. Supplementary material, Ch. 1

Table A.1: Results from generalized linear (mixed) models for relationship between spores and
species. A total of four separate models were run: two for either spore type (sporangia and
chlamydospores) and two for both assays, a) leaf disc and b) leaf dip assay. Since chlamydospores
were modeled with a zero-in�ated mixture model, parameters predict the probability that the spore
counts are from a zero-in�ation process, as well as from a negative binomial process.

Sporangia Chlamydospores

Median SD 5% CI 95% CI Median SD 5% CI 95% CI

a) Leaf disc assay
Inoculum only -2.59 0.698 -3.69 -1.44 � � � �
ACMA 0.0744 0.228 -0.298 0.45 7.35 0.206 7.01 7.68
ARME -1.45 0.278 -1.91 -0.997 4.07 0.222 3.72 4.43
CEOL -0.699 0.243 -1.11 -0.31 7.2 0.207 6.86 7.54

HEAR -0.857 0.249 -1.27 -0.448 � � � �
LIDE 1.64 0.213 1.28 1.98 2.84 0.454 2.11 3.58
QUAG -0.398 0.233 -0.793 -0.0313 � � � �
QUCH 0.0547 0.232 -0.342 0.418 � � � �
QUPA 0.0848 0.224 -0.293 0.446 � � � �

TODI -0.125 0.228 -0.483 0.262 5.46 0.311 4.95 5.98
UMCA 2.03 0.214 1.66 2.36 � � � �
Individual-level intercept variation 1.16 0.0612 1.06 1.26 � � � �
Zero-in�ated species ACMA � � � � -3.82 1.37 -6.12 -2.19
Zero-in�ated species ARME � � � � -2.04 0.697 -3.19 -1.07

Zero-in�ated species CEOL � � � � -3.85 1.29 -5.94 -2.04
Zero-in�ated species LIDE � � � � 1.11 0.439 0.37 1.79
Zero-in�ated species TODI � � � � 0.327 0.344 -0.23 0.892
Phi (dispersion parameter) � � � � 0.792 0.108 0.625 0.979
b) Leaf dip assay

LIDE-D 0.945 0.469 0.139 1.68 0.821 0.668 -0.22 1.96
PIPO -3.13 0.652 -4.14 -2.01 � � � �
PSME -0.371 0.318 -0.885 0.157 4.19 0.344 3.61 4.72
SESE -0.517 0.288 -0.973 -0.0223 � � � �
UMCA-D 0.47 0.525 -0.411 1.28 � � � �

Individual-level intercept variation 1.47 0.166 1.21 1.74 � � � �
Zero-in�ated intercept � � � � 0.0968 0.428 -0.55 0.712
Phi (dispersion parameter) � � � � 0.806 0.375 0.255 1.42
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Table A.2: Pairwise contrasts between species intercepts in the sporangia models for a) leaf disc and
b) leaf dip assays. Values are the median of `row � column` di�erences between the log-posterior
values. Larger absolute values indicate larger di�erences in posterior estimates and bold indicates
signi�cance (90th HPDI does not cross zero).

a) Leaf disc assay
ACMA ARME CEOL HEAR LIDE QUAG QUCH QUPA TODI UMCA

CONTROL -2.66 -1.14 -1.89 -1.74 -4.22 -2.21 -2.65 -2.68 -2.46 -4.61
ACMA 1.53 0.773 0.933 -1.56 0.46 0.01 -0.013 0.206 -1.95
ARME -0.754 -0.594 -3.08 -1.07 -1.51 -1.54 -1.32 -3.47
CEOL 0.163 -2.32 -0.304 -0.761 -0.784 -0.564 -2.72
HEAR -2.48 -0.474 -0.928 -0.95 -0.728 -2.88
LIDE 2.01 1.57 1.54 1.75 -0.4
QUAG -0.45 -0.469 -0.256 -2.41
QUCH -

0.0215
0.191 -1.96

QUPA 0.217 -1.94
TODI -2.16

b) Leaf dip assay
PIPO PSME SESE UMCAD

LIDED 4.07 1.31 1.46 0.439
PIPO -2.77 -2.62 -3.63
PSME 0.155 -0.845
SESE -1.01
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Table A.3: Results of generalized linear mixed models for relationships between a) sporangia vs.
lesion area and b) chlamydospores vs. lesion area.

Median SD 5% CI 95% CI

a) sporangia production and lesion area
Intercept -0.514 0.495 -1.28 0.335
Lesion area 1.3 0.667 0.223 2.39
Assay 0.255 0.429 -0.469 0.929
Species-level intercept variation 1.39 0.349 0.874 1.96

Species-level slope variation 1.7 0.797 0.402 2.97
Individual-level variation 1.18 0.0605 1.09 1.29
b) Chlamydospore production and lesion area
Intercept 3.21 0.886 1.76 4.63
Lesion area 2.06 0.978 0.468 3.68

Assay 0.145 0.48 -0.648 0.936
Species-level intercept variation 1.94 0.604 1.13 2.92
Species-level slope variation 1.91 1.05 0.00236 3.3
Zero-in�ated intercept -1.22 0.25 -1.63 -0.807
Zero-in�ated species ARME -0.432 0.364 -1.03 0.156

Zero-in�ated species CEOL -0.864 0.387 -1.5 -0.235
Zero-in�ated species LIDE 1.45 0.342 0.858 2
Zero-in�ated species LIDE-D 0.06 0.483 -0.758 0.83
Zero-in�ated species PSME 0.973 0.348 0.436 1.57
Zero-in�ated species TODI 0.702 0.45 -0.0483 1.41

Phi (dispersion parameter) 0.873 0.131 0.652 1.08
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Supplementary �gures
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Figure B.1: Pairs plots and Pearson's correlations of continuous variables used in the three disease
risk model submodels. Orange and blue points designate data from redwood and mixed evergreen
forests, respectively.
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Figure B.2: Density plots of posterior predictions (100 samples, light blue) against observed (dark
blue) densities measured as either basal area or number of individual plants.
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Figure B.3: Intervals of posterior predictions plotted against observed basal areas (dark blue point)
in each plot of the top 6 most commonly occurring species. The 50% (medium blue) and 90%
(lightest blue) of the probability mass are shown.
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Figure B.4: Density plots of posterior predictions (100 samples, light blue) against observed (dark
blue) log-community competence.
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Figure B.5: Density plots of posterior predictions (100 samples, light blue) against observed infec-
tions (dark blue) from the best performing disease risk models assessed at the plot or individual
level for all hosts or highly susceptible species.
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Supplementary tables

Table B.1: Annotated metadata from meta-analyses testing prevalence of the dilution e�ect. Meta-
data is supplementary data from Civitello et al. (2013), Magnusson et al. (2020), and Salkeld et al.
(2015). Additional columns (right of the thick black vertical line) were added to indicate whether
the e�ect was assessed using community disease prevalence and any useful other information. Table
is downloadable at https://osf.io/gzfjr/.
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Table B.2: Details on species included in the study. Total basal area, number of plants, and num-
ber of infected plants are summed for each species across all plots. Hosts types are designated by
the following criteria: �commonly symptomatic host��infections were commonly detected; �rarely
symptomatic host��infections were rarely detected; and �nonhosts��no natural P. ramorum in-
fections have ever been detected.

Latin name Plots

present

Total

Basal

area

No.

plants

No.

in-

fected

plants

Host type

Umbellularia californica 112 40.7 1104 923 commonly symptomatic
Notholithocarpus densi�orus 108 60.4 2189 1153 commonly symptomatic
Sequoia sempervirens 70 274.7 746 8 rarely symptomatic
Quercus agrifolia 49 49.1 296 36 commonly symptomatic
Q. parvula 48 30.7 617 28 commonly symptomatic

Arbutus menziesii 43 26.4 418 0 rarely symptomatic
Q. chrysolepis 19 9.6 73 0 rarely symptomatic
Acer macrophyllum 18 2.1 36 0 rarely symptomatic
Toxicodendron diversilobum 18 >0.05 29 0 rarely symptomatic
Heteromeles arbutifolia 16 0.3 38 0 rarely symptomatic

Ceanothus oliganthus 9 0.4 94 0 nonhost
Lonicera hispidula 6 >0.05 7 0 rarely symptomatic
Pinus ponderosa 5 0.2 5 0 rarely symptomatic
Frangula californica 5 >0.05 35 0 rarely symptomatic
Aesculus californica 4 0.4 7 1 rarely symptomatic

Arctostaphylos sp. 3 >0.05 5 0 rarely symptomatic
Q. kelloggii 3 2.2 12 0 rarely symptomatic
Q. lobata 2 0.5 7 0 nonhost
Ceanothus sp. 1 0.2 56 0 rarely symptomatic
C. papillosus 1 >0.05 18 0 nonhost

Lathyrus vestitus 1 >0.05 1 0 nonhost
Morella cerifera 1 >0.05 1 0 nonhost
Platanus racemosa 1 0.1 1 0 nonhost
Pseudotsuga menziesii 1 0.1 1 0 rarely symptomatic
Rhamnus ilicifolia 1 >0.05 1 0 nonhost

Sambucus mexicana 1 >0.05 1 0 nonhost
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Table B.3: Posterior estimates (median log-odds, 90th HDPI) of the community-level infection risk
model assessed among all host species.

variable Richness only Richness + density

of key hosts

Richness +

community

competency

a0 -0.2 (-0.43, 0.03) -0.32 (-0.54, -0.09) -0.16 (-0.37, 0.07)
Year* -0.09 (-0.42, 0.24) 0.13 (-0.19, 0.48) -0.05 (-0.4, 0.26)
Forest type� -0.42 (-0.77, -0.09) -0.36 (-0.7, -0.02) -0.57 (-0.91, -0.24)
Host vegetative
coverage

0.47 (0.14, 0.79) 0.57 (0.21, 0.88) 0.46 (0.16, 0.78)

Precipitation -0.44 (-0.78, -0.13) -0.17 (-0.52, 0.13) -0.38 (-0.68, -0.08)

Potential solar
induction

-0.08 (-0.4, 0.22) -0.17 (-0.5, 0.12) -0.19 (-0.51, 0.12)

Richness -0.38 (-0.71, -0.1) -0.35 (-0.66, -0.04) -0.24 (-0.54, 0.08)
Bay laurel basal area � 1.26 (0.9, 1.57) �
Tanoak basal area � 0.45 (0.1, 0.78) �
Community
competency

� � 0.69 (0.35, 0.99)

theta 2.1 (2, 2.28) 2.34 (2, 2.7) 2.14 (2, 2.36)

* Estimate for plots sampled in 2007.
� Estimate for redwood forests.
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Table B.4: Posterior estimates (median log-odds, 90th HDPI) of the community-level infection risk
model assessed among commonly symptomatic species.

variable Richness only Richness + density

of key hosts

Richness +

community

competency

a0 0.22 (-0.04, 0.45) 0.03 (-0.2, 0.27) 0.23 (0, 0.46)
Year* -0.22 (-0.54, 0.13) 0.08 (-0.24, 0.44) -0.15 (-0.49, 0.21)
Forest type� -0.15 (-0.47, 0.22) 0.02 (-0.31, 0.39) -0.28 (-0.62, 0.08)
Host vegetative
coverage

0.42 (0.09, 0.76) 0.57 (0.21, 0.91) 0.39 (0.03, 0.71)

Precipitation -0.73 (-1.03, -0.38) -0.37 (-0.7, -0.01) -0.65 (-1.01, -0.33)

Potential solar
induction

-0.04 (-0.35, 0.28) -0.1 (-0.42, 0.22) -0.16 (-0.49, 0.17)

Richness -0.18 (-0.5, 0.16) -0.15 (-0.49, 0.19) -0.02 (-0.36, 0.33)
Bay laurel basal area � 1.43 (1.07, 1.79) �
Tanoak basal area � 0.3 (-0.07, 0.65) �
Community
competency

� � 0.77 (0.41, 1.1)

theta 2.06 (2, 2.17) 2.14 (2, 2.38) 2.06 (2, 2.2)

* Estimate for plots sampled in 2007.
� Estimate for redwood forests.
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Table B.5: Posterior estimates (median log-odds, 90th HDPI) of the individual-level infection risk
model assessed among commonly symptomatic species.

variable Richness only Richness + density

of key hosts

Richness +

community

competency

Tanoak intercept 0.83 (0.38, 1.28) 0.74 (0.33, 1.17) 0.86 (0.42, 1.29)
Coast live oak
intercept

-2.23 (-2.81, -1.64) -2.46 (-3.06, -1.84) -2.14 (-2.76, -1.56)

Shreve oak intercept -3.12 (-3.73, -2.44) -3.49 (-4.15, -2.85) -3.09 (-3.71, -2.43)
Bay laurel intercept 2.02 (1.57, 2.44) 1.63 (1.18, 2.06) 2.06 (1.63, 2.49)
Basal area of
individual

0.62 (0.43, 0.79) 0.6 (0.42, 0.8) 0.6 (0.4, 0.79)

Forest type� -0.68 (-1.24, -0.11) -0.42 (-1, 0.12) -0.8 (-1.4, -0.22)
Year* -0.42 (-0.98, 0.17) -0.13 (-0.69, 0.42) -0.35 (-0.96, 0.19)
Precipitation -1.47 (-2, -0.93) -1.01 (-1.6, -0.45) -1.42 (-1.94, -0.87)
Potential solar
induction

-0.09 (-0.63, 0.44) -0.16 (-0.7, 0.34) -0.24 (-0.8, 0.3)

Host vegetative
coverage

1.11 (0.53, 1.66) 1.39 (0.78, 1.89) 1.08 (0.53, 1.64)

Mean e�ect of
richness

0.27 (-0.48, 1.01) 0.22 (-0.6, 1.03) 0.38 (-0.35, 1.08)

Tanoak-speci�c
richness

-0.14 (-0.79, 0.58) -0.48 (-1.11, 0.2) -0.02 (-0.68, 0.66)

Coast live
oak-speci�c richness

0.12 (-0.61, 0.94) 0.08 (-0.74, 0.81) 0.21 (-0.57, 0.97)

Shreve oak-speci�c
richness

0.41 (-0.42, 1.35) 0.56 (-0.43, 1.45) 0.52 (-0.36, 1.45)

Bay laurel-speci�c
richness

0.83 (0.05, 1.49) 0.97 (0.31, 1.71) 0.96 (0.21, 1.71)

Bay laurel basal area � 1.72 (1.14, 2.34) �
Tanoak basal area � -0.15 (-0.72, 0.47) �
Community
competency

� � 0.67 (0.11, 1.21)

Species SD 2.17 (1.24, 3.45) 2.21 (1.22, 3.43) 2.16 (1.19, 3.38)
Richness slope SD 0.6 (0.05, 1.26) 0.8 (0.26, 1.57) 0.61 (0.06, 1.28)

Plot SD 1.78 (1.55, 2.01) 1.66 (1.45, 1.89) 1.78 (1.55, 2.02)

* Estimate for plots sampled in 2007.
� Estimate for redwood forests.
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Additional study design and data collection details

Sample collections

As described in the main text, we collected P. ramorum symptom data from all stems � 1

cm diameter breast height (DBH) to assess disease risk. Additionally, in each plot, samples from

3�5 plants were collected and plated onto an oomycete-selective medium (pimaricin-ampicillin-

rifampicin-pentachloronitrobenzene agar; Je�ers & Martin 1986). P. ramorum was considered

present in a plot when at least one sample matched its morphotype.

Plot selection

We focused on plots where the pathogen was con�rmed present using the culture-based methods,

for a total of 151 plots. Our decision to exclude culture-negative plots di�ers from the analysis

by Haas et al. (2011), which analyzed disease risk from 278 plots using a zero-in�ated binomial

model. The zero-in�ated model is a mixture model that assesses two processes: i) occurrence of

the pathogen with the additional assumption that some culture-negative plots may in fact contain

undetected infections, and ii) disease prevalence in culture-positive plots. Since this invasive species,

P. ramorum, was still actively spreading to new parts of the study region during the observation

period, we were interested in factors that control disease prevalence and not pathogen establishment.

Thus, we analyzed culture-positive plots only. Similarly, Haas et al. (2011) exclusively discussed

the results from the prevalence model. Their models qualitatively matched our models assessing

disease prevalence among all hosts in a plot, indicating that our plot selection did not bias results.

Furthermore, our individual-level models can only include plots in which the disease was present�

they cannot also assess disease in a plot where the pathogen has not yet established. Considering

that we contrasted disease risk at the individual and plot level, we needed to ensure consistency

over which plots were used.

Plot variables

We measured the density of species using total basal area. We also considered mean basal area

as an alternative density metric since larger individuals may spread more spores throughout the

canopy, but we found that it strongly correlated with total basal area (Figure B.6).
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Figure B.6: Mean basal area of individuals in a plot was highly correlated with the total basal area
for the top 6 most commonly occurring species. Plots with more total basal area on average had
larger individual plants.

Additionally, plot diversity was characterized using species richness of woody plants with stems

� 1 cm DBH. In contrast, Haas et al. (2011) also included shrubs below the 1 cm DBH cuto� as

long as the areal coverage was at least 1 m2. Since we estimated community competence as the

product of each species' mean competence and basal area, translating areal sizes of shrubs into

basal area units would be inconsistent and inaccurate. As a result, we excluded shrubs below 1 cm

DBH from our analysis altogether. Exploratory models showed that inclusion of these shrubs in

the richness estimates led to qualitatively similar results.

Additional treatments of spatial autocorrelation

Summary

In addition to testing for spatial autocorrelation using a Moran's I correlogram (Figure B.7), we

explored how our results might change if we incorporated a spatially weighted term into our models.

Gaussian process (GP) regressions allow the covariance between plots to decay with distance.

Because these models are computationally intensive, we ran one model assessing individual-level

disease risk including covariates from the best performing non-spatial models (M2: +richness,

tanoak basal area, and bay laurel basal). We also attempted to �t a GP community-level disease
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risk model, but it would not converge. We suspect this is because the model was unable to seperate

the two dispersion terms�the spatially weighted intercept and the dispersion parameter in the

beta-binomial likelihood.
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Figure B.7: Moran's I correlogram testing for spatial autocorrelation. The mean Pearson's residuals
from the best performing model assessing community-level disease prevalence among all hosts were
used to assess unexplained correlations between plots and their pairwise distances. Closed black
circles indicate signi�cant autocorrelation (p < 0.05).

The posteriors from the GP individual-level model were nearly identical to the non-GP model

and predictive performance was indistinguishable (�ELPD = �0:3; SE� = 0:4) As a result, we did

not pursue the spatial models for the main analysis. Descriptions of the GP model are below.

Spatial disease risk models

The GP individual-level disease risk model was the same Bernoulli model as described in the

main text (i=individual observation, j=plot, and s=species), except that the plot-level intercept

spatially varied:
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Ii � Bernoulli(pi)

logit(pi) = �j[i] + �s[i] + �s[i]richnessj[i] + BAi

�j � MVNormal(BXj ; K(d))

[K(d)]m;n = �2 exp(�
1

2�2
(dmn)

2) + I(m = n)�2

2
64�s

�s

3
75 � MVNormal

�264�0

��

3
75 ; ��:

The covariance matrix K(d) of the plot-varying intercept (�j) was de�ned by an exponentiated

quadratic kernel. This function decayed with distance between plots m and n and its range and

intensity were controlled by �2 and �2, respectively. The term �2 accounted for repeated plot

observations (i.e. when plot m = n).

Correlation between plots

Using the posteriors from the GP individual-level model, we show the correlation between plots

as a function of distance (Figure B.8). Spatial autocorrelation was only noticeable at very short

distances, primarily between plots less than 1.25 km apart.
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Figure B.8: Median (red) correlation between plots with 100 posterior draws (grey).

Only 2% of the pairwise distances between plots were within 1.25 km of each other (Figure

B.9). It is possible that the GP models were similar to the non-GP models because there were so
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few plots where spatial autocorrelation was of potential concern.
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Figure B.9: Distribution of plot pairwise distances.

R Packages

For �tting, visualizing, summarizing, and contrasting Bayesian models, we used Rstan,

rethinking, Bayesplot, and loo (Yao et al. 2017; Gabry et al. 2019; McElreath 2020; Stan

Development Team 2020). For data wrangling and creating �gures, we used dplyr, ggplot2, and

cowplot (Wickham 2016; Wilke 2019; Wickham et al. 2021).
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C. Supplementary material, Ch. 3
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Figure C.1: Depiction of experimental design for the 4 treatments. Note that for each series of
communities (four trays along the richness gradient), the order of assembling species was the same
in the `non-random' treatments, and di�erent in the `random' treatments.
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Figure C.2: Spatial depiction of a series of trays with richness levels 1, 2, 4, and 6 (a�d respectively).
Colors represent planted species and black diamonds indicate plants that were inoculated with the
pathogen. This series of trays represent an additive/non-random assembly treatment.
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Figure C.3: Extra trays (`augmented' trays) were planted to mitigate the negative correlation
between richness and radish, inherent from the experimental design (`regular' trays).
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Figure C.4: Relationships between richness and total density of diseased individuals for di�erent
community assembly patterns. Lines and shaded regions represent the median and 90% HPDI of
the posterior estimate of the mean. Solid lines indicate the 90% HPDI of the coe�cient of richness
did not contain zero.
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Table C.1: Posterior estimates (median log-odds, 90th HPDI) of the contrasting species-level disease
risk models. All models included species-varying intercepts and coe�cients of richness, terms for
day planted and soil temperature, and a tray-varying intercept. Additional covariates are listed in
the �rst column.

Tray-level
covariates�

richness Radish
density

Arugula
density

Density of
other speciesy

�ELPD SE�

D + R + A 0.47 3.32 0.71 0.43 0 0
(-0.26, 1.17) (2.65, 3.99) (0.13, 1.34) (-0.37, 1.24)

R + A + B + -0.07 3.45 0.8 � -4.3 8.5
Re + G + Bu (-1.18, 1.01) (2.73, 4.15) (0.23, 1.36)
D + R 0.4 3.74 � 0.98 -9.2 7.7

(-0.21, 0.99) (3.01, 4.42) (0.19, 1.72)
D 0.88 � � 1.21 -40.9 8.6

(0.15, 1.58) (0.50, 1.93)

* Codes for covariates: R = radish, A = arugula, B = basil, Re = red romaine, G = green lettuce, Bu = butter
lettuce, D = density

� When individual species were incorporated as covariates in the model, density (`D') represents the cumulative
density of other species. When no individual species was incorporated, `D' represents density of all species.
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